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1 Introduction 

This chapter provides an overview of the interfaces within iDoctor’s PEX Analyzer component.   PEX 
refers to and is short for Performance Explorer which is provided with IBM i at all releases. 
 
The PEX Analyzer component provides many options designed to help the user analyze detailed 
performance problems on IBM i.   PEX offers 3 modes (Trace, Stats and Profile), but primarily only Trace 
and Stats modes are used by most iDoctor users.   
 
PEX can collect a vast amount of data in a very short period, so use caution when starting to use the tool 
or system problems may occur.  PEX is the most powerful tool within iDoctor in terms of being able to 
pinpoint problems, but its use comes with some risk and some level of knowledge is required before 
diving in. 
 
For example: Do not collect every PEX event at once.   Typical use is a focused trace on a key set of 
events required for analyzing something specific in a short (5 minute) duration. 
 
When using PEX, you will create either a *MGTCOL object or PEX database files which are created in 
QAYPE* files on the system. 

PEX Analyzer is available for trial evaluation or purchase via this website and is sold via IBM Technology 
Services.   

A license for PEX Analyzer includes: 

• PEX Analyzer software (licensed by system serial number via an access code)  

• Electronic defect support for the software for the term of the contract  

• No charge updates to the software for the term of the contract  
 
More details about what PEX is follows: 

Performance Explorer collects more detailed information about a specific application, program or system 
resource, and provides detailed insight into a specific performance problem. This includes the capability 
both to perform several types and levels of traces and to run detailed reports. 

Performance Explorer is a data collection tool that helps the user identify the causes of performance 
problems that cannot be identified by collecting data using Collection Services or by doing general trend 
analysis. Two reasons to use Performance Explorer include: 

• Isolating performance problems to the system resource, application, program, procedure, or 
method that is causing the problem 

• Analyzing the performance of applications 

Performance Explorer is a tool that helps find the causes of performance problems that cannot be 
identified by using tools that do general performance monitoring. As your computer environment grows 
both in size and in complexity, it is reasonable for your performance analysis to gain in complexity as well. 
The Performance Explorer addresses this growth in complexity by gathering data on complex 
performance problems. 

Data is collected in PEX Analyzer using commands that are included with IBM i which are: 
 
- ADDPEXDFN – Adds a PEX definition to the system 
- STRPEX – Starts a PEX collection 
- ENDPEX – Ends an active PEX collection 

 

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.4?topic=collectors-performance-explorer
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2 Starting PEX Analyzer 

PEX Analyzer is a component of the iDoctor suite of tools.  After launching iDoctor, the PEX Analyzer 
component is started from the IBM i Connections List View by double-clicking on the desired system. 
 
A list of available components will appear on the next window.  Double-click on the PEX Analyzer 
component or select PEX Analyzer and click the Launch button to continue. 
 

 
iDoctor IBM i Components Window 
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3 PEX Analyzer Component View 

The PEX Analyzer folder contains a list of folders, each providing different features available.   
Collections can be displayed in various ways, either under the Libraries folder on a per library basis, or 
under the Monitors folders to show PEX collections under a monitor. 
 
This also provides options for working with the PEX Definitions that exist on the system.  These are used 
for defining the aspects for the data is collected.  Several IBM-supplied definitions exist, or the user can 
make their own. 
 

 
PEX Analyzer Component View 
 
The General functions folder contains several additional options for working with the IFS, browsing 
objects, working with the disk units and ASPs or working with any non-IBM i data (VIOS/HMC) that has 
been collected and moved to this system.   The options for working with non-IBM i data are stored in the 
General functions -> Power folder.   
 
These folders are covered in more detail in the next sections. 

3.1 Root Folder Menu Options 
The following menu options are available by right clicking on the 'PEX Analyzer' icon in the component 
view: 
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PEX Analyzer Popup-Menu 
 

Menu Item Description 

Filter Libraries… This option allows you to filter the libraries shown in the Libraries and SQL Tables  
folders by a generic library name or library owner.  This is useful for speeding up the 
display of the list if the system contains many libraries containing collections (and/or 
SQL tables).  

Active Data This menu option allows options to view the currently running Job Watcher monitor 
collection (STRJWMON command) or Collection Services collection.  There are no 
options relating to PEX collections under this menu. 
 
Requires 7.3+ and May 2023 or later iDoctor server builds. 

Add Definition This option displays the PEX Definition Wizard.  The definition defines characteristics 
about the collection such as which events to collect and the type of PEX collection to 
run.   
 
This is an interface over the ADDPEXDFN command.   

Add Filter... Displays the PEX Filter Wizard that lets you add a PEX filter on your system in order 
to limit the amount of data included in the collection.  This is an interface over the 
ADDPEXFTR command.   

Start Collection Displays the PEX Collection Wizard that lets you start a new PEX collection on the 
system.  This is an interface over the PEX Analyzer QIDRPA/STRPACOL command, 
which is a wrapper for the OS commands ADDPEXDFN, STRPEX and ENDPEX. 

 
 

https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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Menu Item Description 

Copy QSYS 
QAYPE* files to 
library… 

This option can be used to copy all QAYPE* files from QSYS to the desired library. 
 
This is an optional step that prepares a library for collecting performance data. 
It also allows the library to appear under the Libraries folder in PEX Analyzer. 
 

 
Prepare library for performance data window 
 
Note: The reason this exists, is in some situations where previous release DB files 
are used to collect performance data on the current release, then various problems 
will occur. 

Open Knowledge 
Base 

This option will open the Knowledge Base component on the default system 
(indicated by a checkbox in your list of IBM i Connections.) 

Open New Data 
Viewer 

Opens a new Data Viewer window.  This window is used to display tables and 
graphs on the system.  You can open iDoctor-defined reports into this window or you 
can also open any database file or SQL table and display the results in graph or table 
form.  

Find Collections… This option displays the Find Collections interface which provides the ability to look 
for collections matching user-defined characteristics.  Example SQL statements are 
provided. The results of these queries are available under the General Functions -> 
Find collections results folder once the process completes. 

Set User-Defined 
Reports Database 

This option allows the user to view/modify the currently used user-defined reports 
database.  The database can either be an MS Access file or a library on an IBM i.  
The database stores the information needed to build the user-defined tables and 
graphs shown in iDoctor.  

Clear GUI cache This option clears everything loaded in the GUI’s cache (like menus, graph 
definitions, query definitions, stored procedure versions installed, etc.) 

Work with iDoctor 
scheduled jobs 

This option is a shortcut to the General functions –> Work management -> 
Scheduled jobs folder.  It shows all the iDoctor created scheduled jobs that exist on 
the current IBM i system. 

Collections 
database 

The iDoctor collection database identifies all collections on the system and can be 
used to facilitate the drill down from one component to another in some situations. 

Properties Use this menu to display version information for the current component installed on 
the current system.  The build level of the GUI is also displayed here. 
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4 Definitions 

A Definitions folder is provided in PEX Analyzer to allow the user to work with the PEX Analyzer 
definitions on the current system.  An example of this interface is: 
 

 
PEX Analyzer Definitions Folder 
 
The following options are available when right clicking on one or more definitions in the list: 
 

Menu Description 

Change Definition... Displays the PEX Definition Wizard that lets you change the selected PEX definition.  

Add Definition... Displays the PEX Definition Wizard that lets you add a PEX definition to  your 
system.      

Start Collection... Displays the PEX Collection Wizard that lets you create a PEX collection on the 
system using the selected PEX definition.   

Delete Removes the selected definitions from the system. 

Properties Displays the properties for the selected definition.  This option is only enabled if 1 
definition is selected. 

 

4.1 PEX Definition Wizard 
A PEX definition defines most of the aspects of making a PEX collection except the following: 
 
• When to begin making the collection 
• When to end the collection 
• The library where collection data is stored 
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PEX definitions are stored in QUSRSYS in table QAPEXDFN.  Each member represents a different 
definition.   
 
A PEX definition controls: 
 
• Which subset of the hundreds of event types are to be activated 
• Granularity of CPU sampling 
• Maximum amount of data to be collected 
• Subset of jobs or system tasks (or all jobs and all tasks) that are to be traced 
 
The PEX Definition Wizard is a full-featured interface over the ADDPEXDFN IBM i command.  Use the 
PEX Definition Wizard to create or modify a PEX definition. 
 

4.1.1 Welcome 
The Welcome page in the PEX Definition Wizard introduces the user to the wizard and offers information 
about what the wizard will do.  When changing an existing PEX definition the current values will be filled 
into the Wizard. 
 

 
PEX Definition Wizard – Welcome 
 

4.1.2 Type Selection 
The Type Selection page in the PEX Definition Wizard lets a user decide the most important 
characteristic about the definition; its type.  The value picked adjusts the options shown on the following 
pages.  For example, several options that are only available for trace collections will only be shown if 
Trace is selected. 
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PEX Definition Wizard – Type Selection 
 

4.1.3 Statistical Options 
The Statistical Options page in the PEX Definition Wizard lets the user decide the most basic parameters 
for the Stats definition.  This page is only displayed if Statistical was selected as the type of definition to 
create on the Type Selection page.  
 
An example of the Statistical Options Page is shown below: 
 

 
PEX Definition Wizard – Statistical Options 
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This table defines the parameters available on this page: 
 

GUI Element Description 

Definition Name of the PEX definition.  This value matches the member name of the definition 
stored in the QUSRSYS/QAPEXDFN file. 

Description Specifies the text description for the definition.                                                                                              

Data Organization Specifies how the stats data is organized.                                                                                                                                                                                              
 
The possible values are:                                                                                                             
Flat - The statistics are collected without call levels.                                                                                          
Hierarchical - The statistics are collected with call levels.       
 
Note: If using the “hierarchical” option be sure to limit the number of jobs specified to 
a small number < 10 or even just 1 job.  This will be very resource intensive and 
likely impact performance negatively on your IBM i if this is ran against all jobs.                                                                            

Add threads/tasks 
option 

This value indicates which jobs and tasks should be included in the collection.  The 
jobs and tasks included for all of these will be reduced if the job and task selection 
screen are also used.  
 
The possible values are: 
*ALL – All jobs and tasks will be included. 
*NEW – Only collect jobs and tasks created after the collection begins. 
*CURRENT – Only collect jobs and tasks that existed when the collect starts. 

List all 
threads/tasks 

Specifies whether summary data should be listed for all jobs and tasks in the system, 
or only those jobs and task specified on the job and task selection screens.                   

Select specific 
events for counting 

Statistical definitions allow you to define event counters that indicate the total number 
of events that occurred within each counter bucket.  If checked a screen to select the 
events to count will be shown later in the Wizard.  

 

4.1.4 (Statistical Mode) Program Bracketing Events Selection 
When creating a PEX Stats definition, this page lets you decide which program call flow events to include.  
Check the box next to each type of program call flow events to include them in the definition.   
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PEX Definition Wizard - Program Bracketing Events Selection (Client 1618+) 
 
The following table summarizes the possible program bracketing event groups: 
 

Event Group Description 

*MISTREND Statistics are to be collected on all machine instructions. 

*MIENTRYEXIT Statistics are to be collected on programs and procedures.  This includes any 
program that has been compiled at optimization level 30 or below.  Optimization level 
40 programs are also enabled, but only for procedures that stack a frame on the 
invocation stack when called (non-leaf procedures). 

 
Use the Set Default button to update the selections on this screen to the default values (both checked.) 

4.1.5 (Statistical Mode) Event Selection 
This page lets you decide which events to include in the stats counters during collection.  There are 8 
counters when working with a stats definition and multiple events can be assigned to the same counter 
bucket if desired.  The purpose of the counter buckets is to provide the total occurrences of all the events 
specified in each bucket.   
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PEX Definition Wizard – (Statistical Mode) Event Selection 
 

4.1.6 Profile Options 
The Profile Options page in the PEX Definition Wizard lets the user decide the main parameters for the 
Profile mode definition.  This page is only displayed if Profile was selected as the type of definition to 
create on the Type Selection page.  
 
An example of the Profile Options Page is shown below: 
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PEX Definition Wizard – Profile Options 
 
This table defines the parameters available on this page: 
 

GUI Element Description 

Definition Name of the PEX definition.  This value matches the member name of the definition 
stored in the QUSRSYS/QAPEXDFN file. 

Description Specifies the text description that describes the PEX definition.                                                                                              

Add threads/tasks 
option 

This value indicates which jobs and tasks should be included in the collection.  The 
jobs and tasks included for all of these will be reduced if the job and task selection 
screen are also used. 
 
The possible values are: 
*ALL – All jobs and tasks will be included. 
*NEW – Only collect jobs and tasks created after the collection begins. 
*CURRENT – Only collect jobs and tasks that existed when the collect starts. 

List all 
threads/tasks 

Specifies whether summary data should be listed for all jobs and tasks in the system, 
or only those jobs and task specified on the job and task selection screens.                   

CPU Interval 
Sample 

Specifies the size of the interval for the CPU samples taken during collection.  A low 
interval will cause a high number of samples to be taken, and will also cause higher 
overhead.  A low interval will also provide relatively more data.   

 

4.1.7 (Profile Mode) Program Selection 
The program selection page allows the user to select up to 16 program/module/procedure entries when 
creating a PEX Profile definition.   
 
This page displays a list of selected program information to be captured in the PEX definition.  There are 
also two buttons on this page used to add or remove programs from the list. 
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PEX Definition Wizard - Program Selection  
  

4.1.8 (Profile Mode) Add Programs Window 
The add programs window allows a user to browse any programs/service programs on the system for the 
purpose of adding them to a PEX Profile definition.  After finding the programs you want to add to the 
collection click the Add Selected button to add the selected program/module/procedure to the list.  If a 
program is an ILE program you will see the modules contained within the program in the modules list.  If 
desired select on these modules to see procedure entries found in the module.  By selecting a specific 
program/module/procedure combination you can collect information only about the procedure(s) you are 
interested in. 
 

 
PEX Definition Wizard - Add Programs Window 
 
Note: The pane size is the number of consecutive program instruction addresses assigned to each 
counter. The smaller the pane size, the more fine-grained the program profile information will be.                
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4.1.9 Trace Options 
The Trace Options page in the PEX Definition Wizard lets the user decide the main parameters for the 
Trace mode definition.  This page is only displayed if Trace was selected as the type of definition to 
create on the Type Selection page.  
 
An example of the Trace Options Page is shown below: 
 

 
PEX Definition Wizard – Trace Options 
 
This table defines the parameters available on this page: 
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GUI Element Description 

Definition Name of the PEX definition.  This value matches the member name of the definition 
stored in the QUSRSYS/QAPEXDFN file. 

Description Specifies the text description that describes the PEX definition.                                                                                              

Select specific 
events 

This checkbox toggles the interface between selecting individual PEX events or PEX 
event groups.  If individual PEX events are to be selected, this is done later in the 
Wizard. 

Maximum data to 
collect 

The maximum amount of disk space the collection should consume in kilobytes.  The 
default value is 500,000.   

Trace full action The action to take if the maximum data to collect value is reached.  The choices are 
to either suspend/stop the collection or wrap the data.  If the data is wrapped the 
oldest trace records will be overwritten with the newest ones. 

Add threads/tasks 
option 

This value indicates which jobs and tasks should be included in the collection.  The 
jobs and tasks included for all of these will be reduced if the job and task selection 
screen are also used.  
 
The possible values are: 
*ALL – All jobs and tasks will be included. 
*NEW – Only collect jobs and tasks created after the collection begins. 
*CURRENT – Only collect jobs and tasks that existed when the collect starts. 

List all 
threads/tasks 

Specifies whether summary data should be listed for all jobs and tasks in the system, 
or only those jobs and task specified on the job and task selection screens.                   

CPU Interval 
Sample 

Specifies the size of the interval for the CPU samples taken during collection.  A low 
interval will cause a high number of samples to be taken, and will also cause higher 
overhead.  A low interval will also provide relatively more data.   

 

4.1.10 (Trace Mode) Machine Instruction Options 
This screen is shown when creating a PEX trace definition in order to decide if MI instructions should be 
included in the collection. 
 

 
PEX Definition Wizard – Machine Instruction Options 
 
Note: If the “Select from list” option is used, another screen is shown next to allow you to pick individual 
MI instructions.   
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4.1.11 (Trace Mode) Event Selection 
This page lets you decide which events to include in the trace collection.  Some trace events have 
different formats that can be collected.  This is specified using the Format drop down list in the interface.   
 
For example, the PMCO event format 2 would include a 16-level deep call stack.  Format 4 PMCO is 
used for cacheline information reports.  PMCO format 1 should generally NOT be collected as it contains 
no call stack. 
 
Many additional PEX format 2 events will capture call stacks.  Some examples are: *TASKSWTOUTQ,   
*CRTSEG, *DLTSEG, *EXDSEG, *TRUNCSEG, *ACTGRPCRT, *DBIO and *DBOPEN. 
 

 
PEX Definition Wizard – (Trace Mode) Event Selection 
  

4.1.12 Job/Task Options 
On this page you may decide which jobs and tasks should be included in the PEX collection.  Selecting 
specific jobs and tasks is optional, but is often recommended depending on the events selected to reduce 
the overall size of the collection. 
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PEX Definition Wizard - Job/Task Options  

 

If Selected Jobs or Selected Tasks are picked on this window, then the Job Selection and/or Task 
Selection pages will be shown next. 

 

4.1.13 Job Selection 
The job selection page displays a list of selected job information to use in the PEX definition.  There are 
also two buttons on this page used to add or remove jobs from the list. 
 

 
PEX Definition Wizard - Job Selection  
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4.1.13.1 Add Jobs Window 

The add jobs window allows a user to add jobs to the Job Selection page in the wizard.  Job information 
can be of two types:  generic job name/generic job user/generic job number -or- job name/job user/job 
number.   
 
The "Job Information" portion of the window includes text fields used to define a generic job to add to the 
Job Selection Page or to use as a filter when refreshing the list of jobs shown in the window.  The Add 
button will add the current generic job to the Job Selection page and the Add Selected button will add the 
selected jobs from the active jobs list to the Job Selection page. 
 

 
PEX Definition Wizard - Add Jobs Window 
 
The table below summarizes the different elements on this page: 
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Field Description 

Name A text field for entering a generic or specific job name.  When specifying a generic name 
use a * at the end of the job name. 

User A text field for entering a generic or specific job user.  When specifying a generic name 
use a * at the end of the job user name. 

Number A text field for entering a specific job number or *ALL. 

Current user A text field that allows you to filter the list of jobs shown (on this screen, not in the 
definition) based on the current user profile of the jobs. 

Add button This button will add the current job name/user/number values in the text fields to the Job 
Selection page.  This can be used to add a generic job name/user/number value such as 
QZ*/MCCARGAR/*ALL   This value indicates all job names starting with QZ, for job user 
MCCARGAR. 

Refresh button This button is used to refresh the active jobs list based on the current values specified in 
the name, user and number text fields. 

Add Selected 
button 

Use this button to add the selected active jobs to the Job Selection Page. 

Active jobs 
matching job 
information list 

This list shows all active jobs on the system matching the current Job information 
specified.   

 

4.1.14 Task Selection 
The task selection page displays a list of selected tasks to include in the PEX definition.  There are also 
two buttons on this page used to add or remove tasks from the list. 
 

 
PEX Definition Wizard - Task Selection  
 

4.1.14.1 Add Tasks Window 

The add tasks window allows a user to add tasks to the Task Selection page in the wizard.  The task 
name can either be *ALL, *NONE, a generic task name like Q*, or a specific task name.  Change the task 
name field and click the add button for each task that you would like to include in your PEX definition 
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PEX Definition Wizard - Add Tasks Window 
 

4.1.15 Summary 
The summary page of the PEX Definition Wizard presents a summarization of all of the input provided in 
the wizard.  It lists all of the details about the type of PEX definition to create or change, as well as the 
selected jobs or tasks, and the events to include 
 
To create the PEX definition as defined click on the Finish button.  After creating your definition you can 
use the PEX Collection Wizard to create a PEX collection using the new PEX definition. 
 

 
PEX Definition Wizard - Summary  
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4.2 Properties 
Double-clicking on a definition or using the Properties menu from the PEX Analyzer Definitions View 
displays all of the parameters that were used when creating the definition.  An example of this interface is: 
 

 
PEX Analyzer Definition Properties 
 
Tip: At the bottom of this view, is the command string that was used to create the definition.   This allows 
you to copy and paste to the green screen on another system to create the same definition there. 
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5 PEX Collection Wizard 

Using PEX Analyzer there are two ways to create a new PEX collection.  You can either use the PEX 
Collection Wizard in the GUI or you can use the QIDRPA/STRPACOL green screen command.  This 
section covers the PEX Collection Wizard in the GUI.  
 
Note: A 3rd way to create a PEX collection without using iDoctor is via the ADDPEXDFN, STRPEX and 
ENDPEX commands. 
 
PEX Collections are created using a PEX definition.  Definitions can be created using the green screen 
ADDPEXDFN command or via the PEX Definition Wizard, also available in the GUI.  PEX Analyzer ships 
several commonly used PEX definitions called 'PEX Analyzer-supplied' PEX definitions.  There are 
several different PEX Analyzer-supplied definitions that cover the most basic problem types.   
 
PEX definitions are used to define the specific types of events to capture on the system. 
 
You can access the PEX Collection Wizard using the Create PEX Collection popup menu when right-
clicking on either the PEX Analyzer icon or a library icon. 
 
PEX Collections are created from a batch job on the server (job name QIDRPACOL).  Depending on the 
type of data collected, the number of events collected, and the size of the system, the collection could 
take anywhere from 30 seconds to many hours to collect and dump the data into the collection’s database 
files.  For this reason, it is important to keep the total time of collection (the Duration parameter) as small 
as possible and to only collect events that you intend to analyze.   
 

5.1 Welcome 
The Welcome page in the PEX Collection Wizard introduces the user to the wizard and offers information 
about what the wizard will do.  From here a user can decide which mode to run the wizard in:  basic or 
advanced.  Basic mode will follow with a series of questions designed to help a user determine what type 
of PEX Analyzer-supplied definition best fits the type of performance problem they are having.  Advanced 
mode skips the questions and goes right into the Collection Options page.   
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PEX Collection Wizard - Welcome  
 

5.2 (Basic Mode) Problem Type Selection 
The Problem Type Question Pages present a series of questions designed to help a user more easily 
determine the type of PEX Analyzer-supplied definition to use.  These question pages are only shown 
when running the Wizard in Basic mode.  An expert would typically use Advanced mode and skip these 
questions.  Each set of responses on these pages leads to a single PEX Analyzer-supplied definition.  
This definition will be automatically selected on the Collection Options Page once definition is determined. 
 
The questions will follow a flow from general categories of problems like the page shown below down to 
very specific questions that when answered will determine exactly which PEX Analyzer-supplied definition 
best fits the situation. 
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PEX Collection Wizard - Problem Type Selection 

5.3 Options 
The Options Page allows the user to specify the most basic pieces of information about a collection like 
the PEX definition to use when creating the collection, the name of the collection, library to store the 
collection in, and more. 
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PEX Collection Wizard - Options 
 
The following table provides more information about each of the criteria available on this page: 
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Field Description 

Definition Type This indicates if the PEX definition will be PEX Analyzer-supplied or user-defined.  
You can define your own PEX definition using the PEX Definition Wizard or via the 
ADDPEXDFN command.  If you select the user-defined option you can click the 
Details.. button to quickly see all the details for the PEX definition. 
 
When using a user-defined PEX definition the rest of the selection pages in the 
Wizard like Job selection and Task selection are skipped.  This is because any Job 
or Task criteria will come from the PEX definition. 

Definition The name of the PEX Analyzer-supplied or user-defined PEX definition.  You must 
select a value from the list.  In Basic mode this field will be selected based on the 
answers to the problem type questions. 
 
Note: When using a PEX Analyzer-supplied definition named something like *CPU 
the * is replaced with Q (i.e. *CPU -> QCPU.)  Any existing definition on the system is 
replaced before running the STRPACOL command. 

Details button Displays the properties for the selected user-defined definition.   

Start in standby 
mode option 

Check this box to create the collection but to have it be initially in suspended mode.  
This option is useful if you need to start the collection at a more exact time (right after 
a test program is called perhaps) because resuming a suspended collection is much 
faster than starting a new one 

Collection name The name of the PEX collection.  The collection name matches the member name 
created in each of the PEX files stored in the library. 

Library name The name of the library to create the PEX collection in.   

Description A description to give the PEX collection. 

 

Duration (minutes) The total amount of time to spend collecting data.  This value is listed in minutes and 
must have a value from 1 to 1440.  Certain definition types like task switch can 
generate many million events in a relatively short amount of time.  Make sure this 
value is not too large to avoid ending up with much more data than desired. 

Maximum data to 
collect 

The maximum amount of disk space this collection should use in kilobytes.  The 
default value is 500,000.  This parameter only applies to PEX Analyzer-supplied 
Trace mode definitions.  When using a user-defined PEX trace definitions this 
parameter is ignored because it is provided within the PEX trace definition.   

Maximum events to 
collect 

If this option is used, then periodically an API call is done to check if the number of 
events collected thus far has exceeded the desired maximum.  Once the maximum 
has been reached the collection will end. 

CPU interval 
sample 

Specifies the size of the interval which CPU samples are taken of the program.  A 
low interval will cause a high number of samples to be taken, and will also cause 
higher overhead.  A low interval will also provide relatively more data.  This 
parameter will be grayed out if it does not apply to the selected PEX Analyzer-
supplied definition. 

Advanced options This option allows you to configure advanced options that are typically only used by 
IBM support personnel. 

Scheduled start 
time 

This option allows you to schedule when the collection should start.   

 

5.3.1 Advanced Options 
This page allows you to configure advanced options when creating the PEX collection.  An example of 
this interface is shown below: 
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PEX Collection Wizard – Advanced Options 
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Field Description 

Job queue name The job queue that the collection job will be submitted to. 

Job queue library The library of the job queue that the collection job will be submitted to. 

Output format Indicates if the collection should be created into the typical PEX database files or into 
a management collection object.   
 
Tip:  Create the collection as a management collection object if you wish to send the 
collection to another system.  Use the convert option to generate the database files 
for a PEX management collection object (*MGTCOL). 

ENDPEX job 
priority 

This value controls the run priority of the job/threads created for use by the ENDPEX 
processing of the collected data. The default value is 51, change as you feel is 
appropriate. 

Number of threads 
for ENDPEX 

With the default value of '*CALC', ENDPEX will determine an appropriate number of 
threads to use when the data is being dumped into the collection files. You can 
supply a value of between 1 and 256 depending on the impact that you wish on the 
system when the data is being dumped.     

PEX filter The filter (if desired) to use with the PEX collection in order to limit the number of 
events collected.  The drop down list contains all the filters that currently exist on the 
system.   
 
Press the Details button to see the Properties for the selected PEX Filter.   

Collect system 
information 

With the default value of 'Yes', WRKSYSSTS and WRKDSKSTS information is 
collected and saved into two files, SMTRSTS and SMTRDTS in the collection library.   
 
The member names in each file will be the same as the collection name. 
This information can give you insight into what the system was doing during the 
collection of the PEX data.   

Wrap trace By default, the collection will end if the maximum size to collect is reached.  Selecting 
‘Yes’ will cause the collection to wrap should this occur such that the oldest events 
are discarded for the newest ones.   
 
Note: Collections that wrap can cause difficulty in performing analysis with PEX 
Analyzer. 

PMCO format This allows you to specify here the desired PMCO event format (2-4 only).   
 
Note: This only applies when using a PEX Analyzer supplied definition.  When using 
a user-defined definition, this must be set in the definition before using this interface. 

 

5.3.2 Scheduling Options 
This page allows the user to determine a specific date and time for the collection to begin.  By clicking the 
checkbox the user can optionally include a date/time to schedule the collection.  This option will create a 
scheduled job on the system.   
 
Use the iDoctor Scheduled Jobs window to check the status of scheduled iDoctor jobs on the system.  
Access that window by right clicking the PEX Analyzer icon in the PEX Analyzer component view. 
 
An example of this page of the Wizard is: 
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PEX Collection Wizard – Schedule Collection Start Time 

5.4 (Trace Mode) Trace Additional Events 
This page is only shown when the PEX Analyzer-supplied definition is one that generates a PEX Trace 
collection.  You will not see this page when creating a collection using a user-defined PEX definition. 
 
The list contains additional event groups that can be added to the collection.  The more event types you 
select the more data that will get generated and the longer it will take for your collection to finish 
processing the data into output files. 
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PEX Collection Wizard - Trace Additional Events  

5.5 Job/Task Options 
On this page you may decide if you would like to select specific jobs or tasks to include in the PEX 
collection.  Selecting specific jobs and tasks is optional, but is necessary when you only want to collect 
data for the job(s) or task(s) you are interested in. 
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PEX Collection Wizard - Job/Task Options 
 

If Selected Jobs or Selected Tasks are picked on this window, then the Job Selection and/or Task 
Selection pages will be shown next. 

5.6 Job Selection 
The job selection page displays a list of selected job information to use in the PEX collection.  There are 
also two buttons on this page used to add or remove jobs from the list. 
 

 
PEX Collection Wizard - Job Selection  

5.6.1 Add Jobs Window 
The add jobs window allows a user to add jobs to the Job Selection page in the wizard.  Job information 
can be of two types:  generic job name/generic job user/generic job number -or- job name/job user/job 
number.   
 
The "Job Information" portion of the window includes text fields used to define a generic job to add to the 
Job Selection Page or to use as a filter when refreshing the list of jobs shown in the window.  The Add 
button will add the current generic job to the Job Selection page and the Add Selected button will add the 
selected jobs from the active jobs list to the Job Selection page. 
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PEX Collection Wizard - Add Jobs Window 
 
The table below summarizes the different elements on this page: 
 

Field Description 

Name A text field for entering a generic or specific job name.  When specifying a generic 
name use a * at the end of the job name. 

User A text field for entering a generic or specific job user.  When specifying a generic 
name use a * at the end of the job user name. 

Number A text field for entering a specific job number or *ALL. 

Current user A text field that allows you to filter the list of jobs shown (on this screen, not in the 
collection) based on the current user profile of the jobs. 

Add button This button will add the current job name/user/number values in the text fields to the 
Job Selection page.  This can be used to add a generic job name/user/number value 
such as QZ*/MCCARGAR/*ALL   This value indicates all job names starting with QZ, 
for job user MCCARGAR. 

Refresh button This button is used to refresh the active jobs list based on the current values 
specified in the name, user and number text fields. 

Add Selected 
button 

Use this button to add the selected active jobs to the Job Selection Page. 

Active jobs 
matching job 
information list 

This list shows all active jobs on the system matching the current Job information 
specified.   

 

5.7 Task Selection 
The task selection page displays a list of selected tasks to include in the PEX collection.  There are also 
two buttons on this page used to add or remove tasks from the list. 
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PEX Collection Wizard - Task Selection  

5.7.1 Add Tasks Window 
The add tasks window allows a user to add tasks to the Task Selection page in the wizard.  The task 
name can either be *ALL, *NONE, a generic task name like Q*, or a specific task name.  Change the task 
name field and click the add button for each task that you would like to include in your PEX collection 
 

 
PEX Collection Wizard - Add Tasks Window 

5.8 (Profile Mode) Program Selection 
The program selection page allows the user to select up to 16 program/module/procedure entries when 
creating a PEX Profile collection.   
 
This page displays a list of selected program information to be captured in the PEX collection.  There are 
also two buttons on this page used to add or remove programs from the list. 
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PEX Collection Wizard - Program Selection  

5.8.1 (Profile Mode) Add Programs Window 
The add programs window allows a user to browse any programs/service programs on the system using 
generic program and library names for the purpose of adding them to a PEX Profile collection.  After 
finding the programs you want to add to the collection click the Add Selected button to add the selected 
program/module/procedure to the list.  If a program is an ILE program you will see the modules contained 
within the program in the modules list.  If desired select on these modules to see procedure entries found 
in the module.  By selecting a specific program/module/procedure combination you can collect 
information only about the procedure(s) you are interested in. 
 

 
PEX Collection Wizard - Add Programs Window 
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Note: The pane size is the number of consecutive program instruction addresses assigned to each 
counter. The smaller the pane size, the more fine-grained the program profile information will be.                

5.9 Summary 
The summary page of the PEX Collection Wizard presents a summarization of the selections made in the 
wizard.  It lists details about the selected jobs/tasks/programs as well as information from the Options 
page like collection name and duration. 
 
To submit the job and create the PEX Collection click on the Finish button.  After submitting your 
collection go to the library that the collection is to be created in to see the status of the PEX collection in 
progress. 
 

 
PEX Collection Wizard - Summary  
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6 Libraries 

This folder contains the libraries on the system that contain PEX data or are actively creating collections 
destined for a library using the STRPACOL command.  For existing PEX data, these are the libraries on 
the system containing file QAYPERUNI.  The list displays each library's name and description.  By 
expanding a library in the tree, you will see the collections that exist within it. 
 

 

Libraries in PEX Analyzer 

For more information on this, visit the Main Window PDF documentation on the Libraries Folder and 
Library Folders. 

6.1 Menu Options 
The following menu options are available by right clicking on a library in the component view. 
 

Menu Item Description 

Start Collection... This menu will open the PEX Collection Wizard where the user can define and run a 
collection.   

Delete all PEX 
Analyses 

This will remove all iDoctor created SQL tables relating to PEX Analyzer in the 
selected library. 

Delete all PEX 
collections and 
analyses 

This will delete all PEX data and iDoctor created SQL tables relating to PEX Analyzer 
in the selected library. 

 

Additional menu options that are common to all library folders in iDoctor are discussed Main Window PDF 
documentation. 

https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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7 Monitors  

PEX Analyzer monitors allow for 24x7 collection of PEX data on a system.  They run continuously storing 
only the most recent collections desired.  PEX monitors will run until ended manually by the user.  
Monitors can be held and released if the user wishes to stop collecting data for now and then continue 
collection again later.  Monitors can also be scheduled to start and end at the desired times.   
 
Note: This function requires a valid access code to both Job Watcher and PEX Analyzer. 
 

 

Monitors Folder 

 
Once a monitor has been started and ended, it must be restarted using the Restart Monitor option.  You 
cannot use the Start New Monitor option to restart an existing monitor. 
 
The following green screen commands are used in library QIDRWCH to work with PEX Analyzer 
monitors: 
 

Command Description 

STRPAMON This will start or restart a PEX Analyzer monitor. 

HLDPAMON This will hold the PEX Analyzer monitor.  The monitor job remains active, but no new 
data will be captured until the RLSPAMON command is used to release it. 

RLSPAMON This command is used to release a PEX Analyzer monitor that has been previously 
held. 

DLTPAMON This command is used to remove a PEX Analyzer monitor and all the collections 
within it from the system. 

 

A Monitors folder is provided in PEX Analyzer to allow the user to work with the monitors that exist on the 
current system.  For more information about monitors, see the section on Monitors in the Main Window 
PDF documentation. 

 

https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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8 SQL Tables 

This folder contains all the SQL tables that exist on the system generated by PEX Analyzer analyses.   

The folder exists in 3 places, and each will filter the contents appropriately based on where it is located: 

Location Description 

Under PEX 
Analyzer 

Entire system 

Under a library All collections in the library 

Under a collection Only this collection 

For more information see the SQL Tables section in the Main Window PDF documentation. 

https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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9 PEX objects 

The PEX objects folder provides the user with a list of all PEX management collection objects 
(*MGTCOL) on the system.  From this view the user can view the size and location of each object, and 
use an option to build the database files from any of them.   
 

 
PEX Objects Folder 
 
The following options are available when right clicking on one or more objects in the list: 

Menu Description 

Create Collection Displays the Create PEX database files window that allows you to build the PEX 
database files from the selected management collection object. 

Copy This will create a duplicate object of the selected *MGTCOL to a new name and/or 
library. 

Delete Removes the selected objects from the system. 

Save… Saves the selected management collections object(s) to the desired save file.  
Collections saved using this option will appear in the Saved Collections folder. 

Transfer to… Displays the Transfer Collection(s) window which allows you to save and then 
transfer the desired collections to another system. 

Properties Displays information about the selected PEX object in a window. 

 

9.1 Create PEX database files 
This window is used to build the PEX database files from a PEX management collection object. 

 

Create PEX database files window 
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10  Filters 

The Filters folder allows a user to work with the PEX filters defined on the system.  An example of this 
interface is: 
 

 
PEX Filters Folder 
 
The following options are available when right clicking on one or more filters in the list: 
 

Field Description 

Create PEX Filter... Displays the PEX Filter Wizard that lets you add a new PEX filter to your system.   

Change PEX 
Filter... 

Displays the PEX Filter Wizard that lets you change the selected PEX filter.  
This option is only enabled if 1 filter is selected. 

Delete Removes the selected filters from the system. 

Properties Displays the properties for the selected filter.  This option is only enabled if 1 filter is 
selected.  Tip: Double-click on a Filter to do this option. 

10.1 PEX Filter Wizard 
This is an interface over the ADDPEXFTR IBM i command.  See the help text for this command for more 
information. 

10.2 Properties 
Double-clicking on a definition or using the Properties menu from the PEX Filters View displays the 
parameters used when creating the filter.  An example of this interface is: 
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PEX Filter Properties 
 
Tip: At the bottom of this view, is the command string that was used to create the PEX filter.   This allows 
you to copy and paste to the green screen on another system to create the same filter there. 
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11  Collections 

Moving down the tree within each Library folder are one or more collections that have been created (or 
are currently being created) within the current library.  The status field is used to indicate if any errors 
occurred during collection or the status of an active collection.   
 

 
PEX Analyzer Collections in a Library 
 
The list of collections displays the collection name, description, status as well as several additional fields. 
 

Each collection in the list has a set of fields available which can be optionally reordered and displayed.  
To change the current field selections for the collection list, use the Select fields... menu from the library 
folder.  Some of the less obvious columns shown in a list of collections are described below: 

 

Field Description 

Collection Name of the collection.  This name matches the member name used in the database 
files named QAYPE* that exist in the current library. 

Status With May 2023 builds or later, the Status column provides information about which 
commonly needed files are missing from the collection as well as the types of events 
captured in the collection.  
 
Place your mouse pointer over this column to get more information about the missing 
files and which reports they apply to. 

Data ready This identifies which PEX Analyzer analyses have been ran and are ready for use. 

Type The type field lists either the PEX collection type (Trace, Statistical or Profile) if PEX 
Analyzer was not used to create the collection, or the PEX Analyzer-supplied 
definition type if PEX Analyzer was used to create the collection.  

 
The Data ready column indicates which PEX Analyzer analyses have been ran and are ready to be used.  
Each analysis identifier maps to an additional set of menu options will appear with graphs and reports 
when right clicking a collection. 
 
The mapping of data ready identifiers, to the analysis that created it and folder name that will appear is: 
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ID Analysis / Folder Description 

ASM ASM  Analyzes auxillary storage management events looking 
for growth or fragments.  This also runs the Trace 
details analysis. 

STK Call stacks This summarizes the 16-level call stacks found in the 
collection, grouping them by instruction (more detailed) 
and/or by procedure. 

CPU CPU Profile This provides an estimated CPU consumption profile 
over time with drill downs available by various job 
groupings. 

DTAA Data areas Analyzes the data area events captured in the 
collection. 

DTAQ Data queue Analyzes the data queue events captured in the 
collection. 

HOT Hot sectors Reports displaying I/O "hotness" based on MB chunk 
with most activity.  You must run Physical Disk I/Os first 
before this one. 

LDIO Logical database I/O Graphs and reports over logical database I/O 
operations. 

NET Net size changes Graphs and reports showing ASM event size changes. 

PDIO Physical disk I/Os Detailed analysis of disk events somewhat like that 
provided in CSI – Disk graphs. 

BURN Top CPU burners Indicates the MI programs and modules using the most 
CPU (non-Q named if available), 

TPROF TPROF (CPU profile summary) Ranks programs/procedures by CPU usage. 

TRC Trace details Consolidates data from many of the PEX files.  Intended 
for advanced users. 

 

11.1 Menu Options 
The table below outlines the different types of operations that may be performed by right clicking on a 
collection that has finished collecting data within PEX Analyzer. 
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Collection popup-menu 

Menu Item Description 

Explore Show the contents of the collection.  

Refresh Status In some situations, the Status column may indicate files are missing incorrectly.  This 
option is used to refresh the collections cache for the selected collection(s) to be sure 
that the files are truly missing. 
 
This also can be used in cases where report folders are missing. 

Analyses -> 
Analyze Collection 

Displays the Analyze Collection window showing the available analyses that can be 
ran against the desired collection(s).  Data generated by these analyses are stored in 
SQL tables which are accessible under the SQL Tables folder. 

Analyses -> Run 
ALL default 
analyses 

If checked, the Run ALL default analyses option will be used.   All default analyses 
will be executed for each collection.   

Analyses -> Run 
XYZ 

This lists you run a specific analysis which varies by component and VRM of the 
collection.   See the Analyses section for a list of those available. 
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PEX files starting 
points 

These are a set of reports available that will vary based on the events collected.   

ASM  Analyzes auxillary storage management events looking for growth or fragments.  
This also runs the Trace details analysis. 

Call stacks This summarizes the 16-level call stacks found in the collection, grouping them by 
instruction (more detailed) and/or by procedure. 

CPU Profile This provides an estimated CPU consumption profile over time with drill downs 
available by various job groupings. 

Data areas Analyzes the data area events captured in the collection. 

Data queue Analyzes the data queue events captured in the collection. 

Hot sectors Reports displaying I/O "hotness" based on MB chunk with most activity.  You must 
run Physical Disk I/Os first before this one. 

Logical database 
I/O 

Graphs and reports over logical database I/O operations. 

Net size changes Graphs and reports showing ASM event size changes. 

Physical disk I/Os Detailed analysis of disk events somewhat like that provided in CSI – Disk graphs. 

Top CPU burners Indicates the MI programs and modules using the most CPU (non-Q named if 
available), 

TPROF (CPU 
profile summary) 

Ranks programs/procedures by CPU usage. 

Trace details Consolidates data from many of the PEX files.  Intended for advanced users. 

PEX collection files These reports just show the QAYPE* files as is. 
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Record Quick View Displays the fields for a collection in the list view vertically for easier viewing.  Not 
available from the tree side, only the list side. 

Generate 
Reports… 

This option can be used to build a report of the desired set of Job Watcher tables and 
graphs.  The report consists of a screenshot of each graph along with its title and 
collection information.  The reports are built into a HTML page and displayed in the 
web browser when completed. 

Download… This option will create a save file containing the selected collection(s), then download 
this to the PC using the File transfer setting defined in applicable to your system in 
your list of IBM i connections. 

Change 
Description… 

This option is used to modify the description shown in the list for a single collection. 

Copy URL Creates a link to the component, library and collection that can be accessed later, or 
sent to another user.   

Copy... Allows you to copy the collection(s) to another location.   

Delete... Deletes the selected collection(s). 

Rename Rename the selected collection. 

Save This option lets you save the collection(s) into a save file on the server. 

Split Divides a collection into multiple pieces based on an interval range or a time range.  
Tip: This can be used to improve performance of graphs if the collection is very 
large. 

Transfer to... Allows a user to create a save file of the selected collection(s) and transfer it to 
another system, the PC or to IBM. 

Properties Displays the property pages for the collection. 

 

11.2 Active Collection Menu Options 
Collections that are in progress have the following set of menu options: 
 

Menu Description 

End Collection -> 
Create DB Files 

Stop the collection prematurely and immediately begins dumping the collected data 
into the PEX collection’s database files.   

End Collection -> 
Create single object 

Stop the collection prematurely and immediately begins dumping the collected data 
into a PEX management collection object. 

End Collection -> 
Delete 

Stops collecting immediately and destroys the data that has been collected so far. 

End Collection -> 
Stop 

Stops collecting data immediately.  The collection files will not be created until 
initiated by the user using the Create DB Files option. 

Restart Destroys the data that has been collected so far and then restarts the collection 
using the same settings. 

Properties Displays the basic collection properties like the name and type.  From collection 
properties you can view the job log of the job running the PEX collection. 
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11.3 Run ALL Default Analyses 
This will run the “default” set of analyses on the selected collections.   

 

Collection menu -> Analyses -> Run ALL Default Analyses  

 

This list of “default” analyses varies based on the types of events captured in the current collection and 
can be viewed by using the menu option “Analyses -> Analyze Collection” and looking for the Run All 
Default column in the list of analyses. 
 

 
Analyze Collection(s) Window -> Run All Default column example 
 
Tip: On the green screen these default analyses are ran when using the QIDRGUI/STRIDRSUM and 
QIDRGUI/RSTIDRDTA SUM(*YES) commands. 
 

11.4 Active Collections   
A folder is provided in PEX Analyzer that allows a user to view the active PEX collections on the system. 
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This view is like what you see on the green screen by running the ENDPEX command on the system with 
no parameters. 
 

 
Active Collections Folder 
 
The list of collections displays information such as the total size of the data collected so far and the 
number of events collected. 
 
From this view a user can right-click the desired collection and end the collection, delete it, or view the job 
log for the job that is creating the collection.   
The menu options available are described in the Active Collection Menu Options section.  

11.5 Properties 
This section covers the property pages for a collection.  Access the property pages by right clicking on a 
collection and choosing the Properties menu.  There are three primary types of collections: Trace, Profile 
and Statistical.  The property pages available to the user vary slightly based on the type of collection used 
and the status of the collection.  If the collection is still running, then only the General and Creation 
Settings pages are shown with reduced information available.   

11.5.1 General 
The General property page provides basic information about the collection such as when it was created.  
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Collection Properties – General  
 
The following information is displayed on the General property page: 
 

Field Name Field Description 

Collection name PEX collection name.  The collection name is the member name in the QAYPE* files 
in the current library.  

Description Collection description.   

Library Library containing the collection. 

System The current system the collection resides on. 

Definition The PEX definition used when creating the collection. 

Type Trace, statistical, and profile are the three types of PEX data.   
Note: There are two subtypes of statistical - hierarchical and flat. 

Status Indicates whether the collection is useable or indicates the status of the job creating 
the collection if the collection is currently in the process of being created.   
May also indicate the types of events found in the collection. 

Show Job Log 
button 

This button is used to display the job log of the job used for creating the PEX 
collection.  If the job log is not found on the system the button will not be visible. 
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Total time The difference between the start and end times for the collection listed in timestamp 
format. 

Duration of trace 
(us) 

Same as previous but in microseconds. 

Start time Date and time the collection started. 

End time Date and time the collection ended. 

Suspended time 
(us) 

Total number of microseconds the collection was suspended during data gathering.  
If this is not visible, then collection was not suspended.  

Suspend start time Date and time the collection was suspended (if applicable.) 

Suspend end time Date and time the collection was resumed (if applicable.) 

 

Wrap count Indicates if the collection data was wrapped. 

Jobs These fields indicate the total number of jobs included in the collection and the 
number of jobs detected on the system but not included. 

Threads These fields indicate the total number of threads included in the collection and the 
number of threads detected on the system but not included. 

Tasks These fields indicate the total number of tasks included in the collection and the 
number of tasks detected on the system but not included. 

PMCO interval size The sample size when collecting PMCO events (in milliseconds).  The smaller the 
value the more PMCO events that will be captured. 

Events Total number of events included in the collection, and the number of events filtered 
or missed.  

First event start 
time 

Press the Fetch Event Times button to run a query to determine the timestamps of 
the 1st and last event captured in the collection. 

Last event start 
time 

Press the Fetch Event Times button to run a query to determine the timestamps of 
the 1st and last event captured in the collection. 

 

11.5.2 Creation Settings 
The Creation settings property page provides details about the parameters that were used on the 
STRPACOL command when creating the collection.  This panel is only shown for collections created by 
PEX Analyzer and is not shown for collections created using STRPEX/ENDPEX. 
 

 
Collection Properties – Creation Settings 
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11.5.3 Definition  
The definition page displays the parameters that were included in the definition used to create the 
collection at the time the collection was created. 
 

 
Collection Properties – Definition 
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11.5.4 Events 
The Events property page provides information about the events that were captured within the collection.   
 

 
Collection Properties – Events 
 
The following information is displayed on the Events property page: 
 

Field Name Field Description 

Total events The total number of events collected. 

Events missed The total number of events not captured within the collection. 

Sampling interval 
(ms)  

A value used to determine the frequency of Performance Measurement Counter 
Overflow (PMCO) events in milliseconds.  A low value generates more PMCO events 
than a high value. 

Events specified in 
the PEX definition 
list 

A list of events included in the collection.  An event is an event type/subtype 
combination found in the PEX definition.  The possible event types are listed within 
the ADDPEXDFN command or see file QAYPEEVENT for more information. 

 

11.5.5 Collection Jobs 
The Collection Jobs property page lists every job (primary thread) and secondary threads captured in the 
PEX collection. 
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Collection Properties – Collection Jobs 
 
Tip: You can right-click a column heading in the list for sort/filter options. 
 
The following information is displayed on the Collection Jobs property page: 
 

Field Name Field Description 

Total jobs The total number of primary threads captured in the collection. 

Total threads The total number of secondary threads in the collection. 

Threads in 
collection list 

A list of all threads included in the collection.  Due to the potential for huge amounts 
of data, a menu is available by right clicking on the list providing additional features.  
The popup menu offers copy and paste to the clipboard, customizable font, and 
search capabilities.   

 

11.5.6 Collection Tasks 
The Collection Tasks property page lists every task that was captured in the PEX collection.  This page 
also lists the total number of system tasks captured (excluding the CFINT tasks).   
 

 
Collection Properties – Collection Tasks 
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Tip: You can right-click a column heading in the list for sort/filter options. 
 
The following information is displayed on the Collection Tasks property page: 
 

Field Name Field Description 

Total system tasks The total number of system tasks included in the collection.  Tasks named 
CFINT01...CFINTnn where nn equals the number of processors on the system are 
not included in this total. 

Tasks in collection 
list 
 

A list of all tasks included in the collection.     
   
Due to the potential for huge amounts of data, a menu is available by right clicking on 
the list providing additional features.  The popup menu offers copy and paste to the 
clipboard, customizable font, and search capabilities.   

 

11.5.7 System 
The System property page provides basic information about the system the collection was created on.   
 

 
Collection Properties – System 

 

11.5.8 (Trace) CPU Totals 
The CPU Totals property page for Trace collections provides information about CPU usage within the 
collection.   
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Collection Properties – (Trace) CPU Totals 
 
The following information is displayed on the Trace CPU Totals property page: 
 

Field Name Field Description 

Jobs including collection 
overhead 

Total number of CPU microseconds and percent of total CPU including 
PEX collection overhead for all jobs in the collection. 

Jobs collection overhead Total number of CPU microseconds and percent of total CPU for just 
the collection overhead of jobs captured. 

Tasks including collection 
overhead 

Total number of CPU microseconds and percent of total CPU including 
PEX collection overhead for all tasks in the collection. 

Tasks collection overhead Total number of CPU microseconds and percent of total CPU for just 
the collection overhead of system tasks captured. 

Total including collection 
overhead 

The total CPU microseconds for the collection including collection 
overhead. 

 

11.5.9 (Profile) CPU Totals 
The CPU Totals property page for Profile type collections provides information about CPU usage within 
the collection.   
 

 
Collection Properties – (Profile) CPU Totals 
 
The information shown on this screen is identical to that shown for Trace except includes additional fields 
for total samples and hits. 
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Field Name Field Description 

Total samples Total sample count. 

Hits Hit count from the total samples. 

Percent of total samples Percentage of hit CPU microseconds used over the total samples in 
the collection. 

 

11.5.10 (Statistical) CPU Totals 
The CPU Totals property page for Statistical collections provides information about CPU usage within the 
collection.   
 

 
Collection Properties – (Statistical) CPU Totals 
 
The following information is displayed on the Stats CPU Totals property page: 
 

Field Name Field Description 

Total including collection 
overhead 

CPU microseconds for the collection including collection overhead. 

Collection overhead  CPU microseconds collection overhead (relating to PEX capturing the 
data.) 

Total excluding collection 
overhead 

The total CPU microseconds for the collection excluding collection 
overhead. 

Jobs excluding collection 
overhead 

Total number of CPU microseconds excluding PEX collection overhead 
for all jobs in the collection. 

Jobs excluding collection 
overhead (Percent of total) 

Percentage of Total CPU excluding collection overhead used by jobs in 
the collection. 

Tasks excluding collection 
overhead 

Total number of CPU microseconds excluding PEX collection overhead 
for all tasks in the collection. 

Tasks excluding collection 
overhead (Percent of total) 

Percentage of Total CPU excluding collection overhead used by tasks 
in the collection. 

Program/Module Total Total number of CPU microseconds and (% of total) used by programs 
and modules. 

Unknown Total Total number of CPU microseconds and (% of total) which cannot be 
attributed to specific programs or modules.  
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11.5.11 (Statistical) Library Information 
The Library Information property page provides information about the libraries in the PEX collection.  This 
page is only shown for Statistical collections.   
 

 
Collection Properties – (Statistical) Library Information 
 
Tip: You can right-click a column heading in the list for sort/filter options. 
 

11.5.12 Wait Buckets 

This screen shows the 32 wait buckets or 300+ wait bucket mapping including individual wait points for 
the OS release the data was captured. 

Tip: Uncheck the box to see the wait bucket mapping. 
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PEX Analyzer – Wait Buckets 
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12  Analyses 

The available analyses in PEX Analyzer and what they provide is described in this section. 

All analyses listed below are assumed to be for Trace-type collections unless otherwise noted. 

All analyses are written as SQL stored procedures and are initiated from the Analyses menu after 
selecting one or more collections and right-clicking.  Each analysis has a 'fast path' option that allows it to 
be ran without visiting the Analyze Collection window. 

 

Analyses popup-menu for a collection   

12.1 PEX Analysis Time Filtering 
Most trace-based analyses will show an optional prompt like the following to allow for time filtering of the 
PEX collection as well as grouping of time intervals. 
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PEX Analysis Time Filtering 

Tip: If “Do not show this message again” checkbox is used then it can be reenabled later using 
Preferences -> Confirm -> Prompt for filtering options when running most PEX and some JW analyses. 

The minimum time range size defaults to 1 second intervals, but can be set to 1/10th of a second or 
1/100th of a second if more granularity is required.  This will result in longer run times to complete the 
analysis and disk space used.  However, not all of the trace-based analyses support this feature so in 
some cases it will have no effect. 

12.2 Analyze Collection Window 
The Analyze Collection window presents the user with a list of available analyses that can be ran over the 
currently selected collection(s).  It is opened using the Analyses -> Analyze Collection... menu. 

 
Analyze Collection(s) Window 

Each available analysis is presented to the user on this screen.  Only the checked analyses will be 
executed. 

The controls on this interface and what they do is described in more detail in the following table: 

Option Description 

Toggle selected 
button 

This button changes the checked state of all analyses in the list. 

Analyses available 
list 

This is the list of the analyses available.   
Checking an analysis name indicates that it will be ran when the OK button is 
pressed. 

Submit this request 
to a batch job 

If this option is used an SQL script will be created on the server and ran in a new 
submitted job.  NOTE: This requires FTP access to the IBM i or this option will fail. 

Always run 
analyses in a batch 
job 

This option is a preference linked with Preferences -> Miscellaneous tab -> “Always 
run analyses in a batch job”.  If checked the analysis will run in a batch job instead of 
a Remote SQL Statement Status View. 

  

12.3 Change sensitive user data 
These options are used to hide/replace potentially sensitive data in PEX Analyzer.   

It will update the following things in the PEX files: 

1) User names and job names that do not start with ‘Q’ in QAYPETASKI. 
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2) Serial number and system name in file QAYPERUNI. 

3) Program name, program library, module name and procedure name in file QAYPEPROCI 

Other things that could contain sensitive data that are NOT updated include: 

a) Activation group names and program activation program names 

b) Socket data (IP address, user profiles, job information) 

 

12.3.1 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below and is accessible under the SQL tables 
-> Change sensitive user data folder.  These files are mappings of the original values to the new or 
“sanitized” values.  
 
Note: These tables are used by the Restore sensitive user data analysis to restore the data to the original 
contents. 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXPROCIXRF_<MBR> Mapping of original to “sanitized” to QAYPEPROCI data or system serial 
# or system name.. 

PEXTASKIXRF_<MBR> Mapping of original to “sanitized” to user names and job names. 

12.4 Rebuild the disk response times mapping 
This option is not really an analysis but is used to recreate the disk response time mapping data in 
QUSRSYS/QAIDRDBKT if it does not already exist. 

Note: This table is created during the installation, and this should not need to be ran unless this file is 
removed in which case the Physical Disk I/Os analysis will fail to execute.  Run this analysis once on any 
PEX collection that contains PDIO events to recreate this table. 

12.5 Restore sensitive user data 
This option can be used to restore data changed by the Change sensitive user data analysis back to its 
original state.   

Note: This is only applicable if 2 things are true.  

1) The status column shows SANITIZED (meaning the change sensitive user data analysis has 
been ran.) 

2) The original SQL tables created by the Change sensitive user data analysis still exist. 

12.6 XSM (PDIO, Taskswitch, Call stacks, TCP/IP and Trace 
Details all-in-one) 

This option can be used to run the following analyses in one step: 

1. Physical Disk I/Os 

2. Taskswitch 

3. Call stacks 

4. TCP/IP Communications 

5. TCP/IP Communications format 2 

6. Trace Details 

Note: With build 1623 or higher, option 5 was added above.  Older builds will not include that. 
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Also, the analysis will fail with older builds if any of the required events were not captured.  With 1623 or 
higher it will run and produce data for the events captured even if some types were not collected. 
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13 Activation data 

This analysis examines the *ACTDTA events (type 24, 8) only.  This analysis only appears with latest 
builds (June 2023+ or later) and previously the reports it contains existed within the Activation groups 
analysis. 

 

Activation data folder 

13.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

13.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis are shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXACTDTA_<MBR> Activation data event details 

 

13.3 Activation data 
The activation data graph indicates when the activation data events occurred over time. 

Right-click on a selected bar for more options. 
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Activation data 

13.4 Activation data flattened on record type 
This graph is the same as the Activation data graph but uses a different color per record type (indicated in 
the graph legend.) 

 

Activation data flattened on record type 

13.5 Activation data flattened on mode 
This graph is the same as the Activation data graph but uses a different color per mode (indicated in the 
graph legend.) 
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Activation data flattened on mode 

13.6 Activation data flattened on stg model 
This graph is the same as the Activation data graph but uses a different color per storage model 
(indicated in the graph legend.) 

 

Activation data flattened on stg model 

13.7 Activation data flattened on act grp type 
This graph is the same as the Activation data graph but uses a different color per activation group type 
(indicated in the graph legend.) 
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Activation data flattened on act grp type 

13.8 Activation data rankings 
These graphs can be accessed and ran against the entire collection or as a drill down from one of the 
overview charts.  They add up the number of events that occurred for various job groupings for the 
desired time.   

Tip: You can right-click on a bar and use the Detail reports -> Activation data reports see the data behind 
the selected job grouping. 

 

Activation data -> Activation data rankings 

 
An example is shown below: 
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Activation data by thread 

13.9 Detail reports 
These reports provide more information about the *ACTDTA events.  They can be accessed from this 
folder and will run against the entire collection, or you can also access these as a drill down from one of 
the graphs previously discussed. 

Note: Client 1619+ is required to have the latest changes shown in this section. 

 

Activation data -> Detail reports 

13.9.1 Eric's activation info summary 

This report groups the activation data by most fields including program, record type, invoker, program 
type and more. 
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Eric's activation info summary 

13.9.2 Activation data event details 

This shows all activation data events sorted by time. 

 

Activation data event details 

13.9.3 Program activation trace 

Note: This report will only appear if *MIENTRY, *MIEXIT events were collected along with the *ACTDTA 
event. 

It has the same content as the previous report but includes every call level performed and sorts this by 
time, so you can determine which program calls triggered activation data events. 

13.9.4 Activation data events sorted by thread/task, time 

Shows the event data from the SQL table created by the analysis but sorted by thread or task and time.  It 
has a different format in terms of the fields shown. 
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Activation data events sorted by thread/task, time 

13.9.5 Activation data events summary by actgrp type 

This report summarizes the data by activation group type. 

 

Activation data events summary by actgrp type 

13.9.6 Activation data events summary by program 

This report summarizes the data by program associated with the *ACTDTA event. 
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Activation data events summary by program 

13.9.7 Activation data call stacks by instruction 

This report summarizes the call stacks found in the PEX collection (for *ACTDTA events) looking for the 
most common ones. 

 

Activation data call stacks by instruction 
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14  Activation groups 

This analysis is used to analyze the base event types *ACTGRPACTPGM, *ACTGRPCRT and 
*ACTGRPDLT relating to activation group activations, creation, and deletion.  These events are type 3, 
sub types 13, 14, 15. 

After this analysis completes the PEX collection will contain 2 folders as shown below: 

 

Activation groups and Program activations folders under a collection 

14.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

14.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis are shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXACTGRP_<MBR> Activation group summary  

PEXACTGRPEVTS_<MBR> Activation group event details 

 

14.3 Activation groups folder 
This folder contains graphs and reports over the *ACTGRPCRT and *ACTGRPDLT events. 

 

Activation groups 

14.3.1 Activation group cleanup sizes 

This graph examines the *ACTGRPDLT events to determine 3 values over time. 

1. Initial static storage (MBs) which is derived from QBSH05 in QAYPEBASE. 

2. Thread local static storage (MBs) which is derived from QBSH07 in QAYPEBASE. 
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3. Change in static storage (MBs) which is derived from a delta value in QBSH06 between events. 

 

 

Activation group cleanup sizes 

14.3.2 Activation group create/delete events 

This graph simply counts and displays the *ACTGRPCRT and *ACTGRPDLT events over time. 

 

Activation group create/delete events 

14.3.3 Cleanup sizes rankings 

These graphs rank the cleanup sizes data discussed previously by various job groupings or based on 
activation group type. 
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Activation groups -> Cleanup sizes rankings 

An example graph is shown below: 

 

Activation groups cleanup sizes by thread 

14.3.4 Create/delete events rankings 

These graphs rank the create/delete events by various job groupings or based on activation group type. 

It can be accessed from the overview graph by the same name for a selected time period as a drill-down 
or the folder it exists with to run it against the entire collection. 

An example graph is shown below: 
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Activation group create/delete events by generic job 

14.3.5 Detail reports 

These reports show the details behind all the events in the collection or summarized in different ways. 

Tip: Except for the Activation group events summary, which is an SQL table generated by the analysis, 
these reports can also be accessed as a drill-down based on the time range selected or job grouping from 
one of the previously discussed graphs in most cases. 

 

Activation groups -> Detail reports 

An example is shown below: 
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Create/delete call stacks by instruction 
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15  ASM 

The ASM analysis looks for growth or fragments in the Auxillary Storage Management events captured in 
the collection.  This is only available at 7.3 or higher and requires May 2023 or later server builds. 

Note: The reports created by this analysis are not interval based so the minimum time range size option 
on the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window will have no effect. 

This analysis requires that STGEVT (storage events) have been specified on the PEX definition and 
captured.  An example of the typical events captured to produce this analysis is: 

 
Collection Properties -> Events 
 
After the analyis has finished running and the collection refreshed, an ASM folder will appear under the 
collection.  This folder contains the following reports: 

 
ASM folder within collection ASM 
 
Note: The ASM reports are just intermediate tables used to produce the 1st 4 reports and not discussed 
below. 

15.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, no prompt appears as neither time filtering nor the minimum time grouping 
option applies. 
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15.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis are shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXKCASMGROW_<MBR> Indicates where the growth (pages in segment) occurred. 

PEXSMGROW_<MBR> Same as previous 

PEXKCASMOUT_<MBR> Lists each CRT/DST/EXT (create/destroy/extend) operation. 

PEXSMOUT_<MBR> Same as previous 

PEXSMFRAG_<MBR> Indicates where fragmentation occurred. 

 
 

15.3 MI Object Fragmentation Details 
This report shows details about fragmented objects (due to truncates or extends) that occurred during the 
collection. 

 

MI Object Fragmentation Details 

15.4 MI Object Growth Details 
This report shows details about object growth that occurred during the collection. 

 

MI Object Growth Details 
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15.5 MI Fragmentation Summary 
This shows the LIC and MI modules with the most fragmentation.   

 

MI Fragmentation Summary 

15.6 MI Object Growth Summary 
This ranks the segment type and object types with the most growth (in bytes). 
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MI Object Growth Summary 
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16  Call stacks 

This summarizes the 16-level call stacks found in the collection, grouping them by instruction (more 
detailed) or by procedure or produces reports for both. 

16.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the following prompt is shown to indicate the options desired: 
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Option Description 

Generate call 
stacks by 
job/thread task SQL 
table 

This indicates that an additional SQL table should be created to group the call stacks 
by taskcount/TDE. 

Generate call 
stacks generic by 
job/task SQL table 

This indicates that an additional SQL table should be created to group the call stacks 
by generic job/task.  Note: The generic job name length is hard coded at 6 
characters. 

Grouping option This indicates how the call stacks are grouped and the options are Procedures, 
Instructions or Generate both options.   
 
The Procedures option means the data will be grouped by fields QIAKEY1-16 if 
QAYPEIAD.   
Note: The SQL tables generated will contain a 0 before the collection name such as 
PEXSTACKS0_<MBR> where <MBR> is the collection name. 
 
The Instructions option means the data will be grouped by fields QIAIAD1-16 in 
QAYPEIAD and is more detailed than the procedures option.  The SQL tables 
generated will contain a 1 before the collection name. 
 
The “Generate both options” setting means that SQL tables will be generated for 
both procedures and instructions separately. 

Group by call level 
0 

This option only applies to base events.   If checked, then an additional call level 0 
will be added to the call stacks generated resulting in a 17-level call stack instead of 
16.   
 
This call level is taken from data available in QAYPEBASE and may be in a state of 
flux and inaccurate in some situations during periods of high CPU usage. 

Time range 
(optional) 

Use this to filter the data by start/end time. 

 

16.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis are shown below: 
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SQL table Description 

PEXSTACKS0_<MBR> Groups the call stacks by procedure and event. 

PEXSTACKSALL0_<MBR> Same as previous except contains RANKID column for sorting. 

PEXSTACKS1_<MBR> Groups the call stacks by instruction and event. 

PEXSTACKSALL1_<MBR> Same as previous except contains RANKID column for sorting. 

PEXSTACKSALLJOB0_<MBR> Groups the call stacks by procedure and job 

PEXSTACKSALLJOB1_<MBR> Groups the call stacks by instruction and job 

PEXSTACKSGENJOB0_<MBR> Groups the call stacks by procedure and generic job 

PEXSTACKSGENJOB1_<MBR> Groups the call stacks by procedure and generic job 

PEXSTACKSBYJOB0_<MBR> Groups the call stacks by event, procedure and job 

PEXSTACKSBYJOB1_<MBR> Groups the call stacks by event, instruction and job 

PEXSTACKSBYGENJOB0_<MBR> Groups the call stacks by event, procedure, and generic job 

PEXSTACKSBYGENJOB1_<MBR> Groups the call stacks by event, instruction, and generic job 

PEXSTACKSQRECN* The number of these tables created will vary based on the format 2 
events found in the collection that produced call stacks. 
 
An example if PEXSTACKSQRECN0_38_ASM which are the 
unique records found for PMCO events in the collection “ASM”. 

PEXSTACKSTBT* These are intermediary tables generated to build the call stack 
reports and contains grouping of the call stack addresses. 

 

16.3 Call stacks 
This folder displays the call stack reports available based on the options picked when running the 
analysis.   

Call stacks are generated in PEX based on the data found in QAYPEIAD which are 16 call levels 
associated with the PEX event that captured it.  Several format 2 PEX events capture a call stack into this 
file.  Format 1 Heap events will also capture a call stack into this file. 

Program/procedure name resolution for the addresses found in QAYPIEAD can be found in table 
QAYPEPROCI. 

Note: Some reports will not appear depending on the settings used when running the analysis. 

 

Call stacks folder 

Tip: By procedure call stacks means the fields QIAKEY1-16 in QAYPEIAD are used to produce the call 
stack.  This results in fewer variations and less data returned than the by instruction options. 

16.3.1 Call stacks by procedure, generic job/task 

This report groups the data by generic job or task name and shows the most commonly occurring call 
stacks found in the PEX collection grouped by procedure. The event type that triggered the call stack is 
shown in the 3rd column. 
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Call stacks by procedure, generic job/task 

16.3.2 Call stacks by procedure, job/thread 

This report is the same as the previous one except groups by job/thread instead. 

16.3.3 Call stacks by procedure 

This report is the same as the previous except does not segregate the data by job. 

16.3.4 Call stacks by instruction, generic job/task 

This report groups the data by generic job or task name and shows the most commonly occurring call 
stacks found in the PEX collection grouped by instruction. The event type that triggered the call stack is 
shown in the 3rd column. 

 

Call stacks by instruction, generic job/task 
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16.3.5 Call stacks by instruction, job/thread 

This report is the same as the previous one except groups by job/thread instead. 

16.3.6 Call stacks by instruction 

This report is the same as the previous except does not segregate the data by job. 

16.3.7 Programs causing activation group destroys 

This report examines all the call stacks looking specifically for procedure 

DestroyActGrp__9AiProcessFP10StackFrame then reports back the program and procedure on the level 

above this on the call stack and summarizes the total occurrences for each. 

Tip: This SQL statement could be used / changed to do a similar type of analysis against your own 

programs or procedures. 

 

Programs causing activation group destroys 

16.3.8 Opens  

The Opens folder contains additional reports that examine call stacks looking for full opens or closes. 

 

Call stacks -> Opens 

An example report is shown below: 
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Programs/procedures/jobs causing full opens 
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17  CPU Profile   

This analysis shows (estimated) CPU consumption over the entire collection and by job/thread. 

This analysis examines the task execution cycles field (QTIECY) in QAYPETIDX to estimate over time the 
amount of CPU used per job/task collected.  By adding these totals up, CPU consumption graphs over 
time, as well as drill downs by job are provided. 

Any trace event collected will contribute to the data shown on the graphs and reports generated. 

Note: This is dependent upon events being collected somewhat consistently to be an accurate 
representation.  If > 1 second elapses between events per job/task, then the time where CPU was used 
could be wrong. 

 

CPU profile folder 

17.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

17.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis are shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXCPU_<MBR> Indicates CPU time consumed as a delta between current event and 
the previous one.  The QRECN is also provided which provides a way 
to link that event back to the job.  

17.3 Approximate CPU consumption 
This graph shows the estimated CPU consumption over time (in milliseconds). 
The Y2 axis shows the total events. 
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Approximate CPU consumption 
 

17.4 Approximate CPU consumption rankings 
This folder contains the set of ranking graphs that rank job data by approximate CPU time.  The jobs with 
the most CPU time are listed first.  

 
CPU profile -> Approximate CPU consumption rankings 
 

17.4.1 Approximate CPU consumption by thread 

This graph ranks the approximate CPU time by thread or task for the entire collection or selected time-
period if accessed as a drill-down. 
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Approximate CPU consumption by thread 
 

17.4.2 Approximate CPU consumption by job 

This graph ranks the approximate CPU time by primary thread for the entire collection or selected time-
period if accessed as a drill-down. 

 

Approximate CPU consumption by job 
 

17.4.3 Approximate CPU consumption by job user 

This graph ranks the approximate CPU time by job user profile for the entire collection or selected time-
period if accessed as a drill-down. 

 

Approximate CPU consumption by job user 
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17.4.4 Approximate CPU consumption by generic job 

This graph ranks the approximate CPU time by generic job or system task name for the entire collection 
or selected time-period if accessed as a drill-down.  The length (and start position) of the generic name is 
controlled via the Preferences -> Data Viewer options shown below: 

 

 

Approximate CPU consumption by generic job 
 

17.4.5 Approximate CPU consumption by virtual processor thread 

This graph ranks the approximate CPU time by the virtual processor thread (QTIPRN from QAYPETIDX) 
for the entire collection or selected time-period if accessed as a drill-down.   

 

Approximate CPU consumption by virtual processor thread 
 

17.4.6 Approximate CPU consumption by hypervisor virtual 
processor thread 

This graph ranks the approximate CPU time by the hypervisor virtual processor thread (QHVLPRCIDX 
from QAYPETIDX) for the entire collection or selected time-period if accessed as a drill-down.   
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Approximate CPU consumption by hypervisor virtual processor thread 
 

17.4.7 Approximate CPU consumption by thread | virtual 
processor thread 

This graph ranks the approximate CPU time by thread or task combined with virtual processor thread for 
the entire collection or selected time-period if accessed as a drill-down. 

 

Approximate CPU consumption by thread | virtual processor thread 

17.5 Detail reports 
This report calculates the estimated CPU consumed between each event by using the data found in the 
QAYPETIDX file. 
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17.5.1 CPU profile event details 

 

CPU profile event details 
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18  Data areas 

This analysis examines data area (*DTAARA) events.  This is event type 12 subtype 3. 

These events examine all data area change or retrieve operations against local or remote data areas. 

Tip: Collect format 2 on this event type to include the call stack. 

18.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

18.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis are shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXDTAARA_<MBR> Data area event details  

  

18.3 Data areas 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the Data areas analysis has completed. 

 

Data areas 

18.3.1 Data area activity totals 

This graph shows the data area operations that occurred in the collection over time.   
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Data area activity totals 

 

18.3.2 Data area activity rates 

This graph is the same as the previous but shows the values as a rate per second instead. 

 

18.3.3 Data area activity totals rankings 

These graphs rank the data area activity by various job groupings or by program or procedure information 
if *FORMAT2 events were captured. 

 

 

Data areas -> Data area activity totals rankings 
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An example follows: 

 

Data area activity totals by program | data area 

18.3.4 Data area activity rates rankings 

This graph is the same as the previous one except shows a rate per second instead of a count. 

18.3.5 Detail reports 

These reports show more details behind the data area events captured within the PEX collection. 

 

 

18.3.5.1 Data area event details 

This report shows more details behind each event. 
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Data area event details 

 

18.3.5.2 Job, program data area event details 

This report is like the previous one except also includes job, and program information associated with 
each event.  

 

Job, program data area event details 

18.3.5.3 Data area call stacks by instruction 

This report summarizes the call stacks associated with data area events and displays the most common 
ones first.  Note: This report was added with client 1619+. 

It will only work correctly if *FORMAT2 events were captured. 

Tip: You can use this report as a drill down from one of the rankings graphs to focus results on the 
specific job grouping.  Use the Detail reports -> Data areas menu to accomplish this. 
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Data area call stacks by instruction 
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19  Data queues 

This analysis examines data queue (*DTAQ) events.  This is event type 12 subtype 4. 
These events examine all data queue sends or receive operations against local or remote data queues. 

Tip: Collect format 2 on this event type to include the call stack. 

19.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

19.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis are shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXDTAQ_<MBR> Data queue event details  

 

19.3 Data queues 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the Data queues analysis has completed. 

 

Data queues 

19.3.1 Data queue activity totals 

This graph shows the data queue operations that occurred in the collection over time.   
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Data queue activity totals 

19.3.2 Data queue activity rates 

This graph is the same as the previous but shows the values as a rate per second instead. 

19.3.3 Data queue activity totals rankings 

These graphs rank the data queue activity by various job groupings or by program or procedure 
information if *FORMAT2 events were captured. 

 

 

Data queues -> Data queue activity totals rankings 
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An example follows: 

 

Data queue activity totals by data queue  

19.3.4 Data queue activity rates rankings 

This graph is the same as the previous one except shows a rate per second instead of a count. 

 

19.3.5 Detail reports 

These reports give more details behind the events captured within the PEX collection. 

 

 

19.3.5.1 Data queue event details 

This report shows more details behind each event. 
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Data queue event details 

 

19.3.5.2 Job, program data queue event details 

This report is like the previous one except also includes job, and program information associated with 
each event.  

 

Job, program data queue event details 

 

19.3.5.3 Data queue call stacks by instruction 

This report summarizes the call stacks associated with data queue events and displays the most common 
ones first.  Note: This report was added with client 1619+. 

It will only work correctly if *FORMAT2 events were captured. 

Tip: You can use this report as a drill down from one of the rankings graphs to focus results on a specific 
job grouping.  Use the Detail reports -> Data queues menu to accomplish this. 
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Data queues call stacks by instruction 
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20  Database File Full Opens/Closes 

This analysis looks at the database file full opens event (*DBOPEN).  This is event type 12, subtype 2. 

Tip: Collect format 2 on this event type to include the call stack. 

20.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

20.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis are shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXDBOPN_<MBR> Database open event details  

 

20.3 Database file opens/closes 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the analysis has completed. 

 

Database file opens/closes 

 

20.3.1 Database opens totals 

This graph shows the number of opens and the number of closes that occurred greater than the number 
of opens over time.  The actual number of closes is available in the flyover if needed. 

Drill-down into rankings or detail reports for the desired time-period for more options. 
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Database opens totals 

20.3.2 Database opens rates 

This graph is the same as the previous one except shows the metrics as a rate per second. 

20.3.3 Database opens totals rankings 

This graph shows the number of opens and the number of closes that occurred greater than the number 
of opens ranked by 1 of several possible ways.  The actual number of closes is available in the flyover if 
needed. 

From these graphs you can right-click and drill-down and see these metrics over time for the selected 
grouping.  Another option is access the detail reports for the selected grouping to get more information 
about the events behind that data. 
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Database opens totals rankings 

An example follows: 

 

Database opens totals by thread | program | file 

 

20.3.4 Database opens rates rankings 

These graphs are identical to the previous ones except the metrics are shown as a rate per second. 

20.3.5 Detail reports 

These reports provide more information about the database open events in table form. 

Tip: You can access these reports as a drill-down from any of the graphs. 
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Detail reports 

20.3.5.1 Database opens events 

This shows all the details available in the database opens events sorted by job/thread and then time.  The 
closes are not shown in this report. 

 

Database opens events 

 

20.3.5.2 Database opens/closes events 

This report is the same as the previous except includes closes as well.  This is indicated by the MODULE 
column containing a value of ‘CLF’. 

 

20.3.5.3 Database opens/closes by thread | program | file 

This is like the rankings graph of the same name but shown in table form.  The total opens and closes are 
added up and sorted by the thread, program and file having the most first. 
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Database opens/closes by thread | program | file 

 

20.3.5.4 Data space records and opens by file 

This report groups the data by library, file, member and shows the total opens, closes and maximum data 
space records (i.e. max number of records processed from all the events) for each grouping.   

 

Data space records and opens by file 

 

20.3.5.5 Database opens/closes by program | file 

This report summarizes the number of opens/closes and groups the data by library, file, member as well 
as program library, program, module, and procedure.  

This type of open (input, output, update, delete) is also provided in this report. 
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Database opens/closes by program | file 

 

20.3.5.6 Database opens/closes call stacks by instruction 

This report summarizes the call stacks associated with database open events and displays the most 
common ones first.  Note: This report was added with client 1619+. 

It will only work correctly if *FORMAT2 events were captured. 

Tip: You can use this report as a drill down from one of the overview or rankings graphs to focus results 
on a specific time or job grouping.  Use the Detail reports -> Database file opens/closes menu to 
accomplish this. 

 

Database opens/closes call stacks by instruction 
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21  Events 

This analysis examines the event types and subtypes captured and provides many graphs for 
investigation.  The graphs that appear under the Events folder will vary based on which event categories 
(or groups) were collected. 

From the events overview graphs the user can right-click and see the jobs that caused the events for the 
selected time periods.  These ranking graphs can also be used against the entire collection if accessed 
from one of the Events -> rankings subfolders. 

Note: All job counts graphs show the contributing job counts for each event type, sub type collected and 
will look identical to the graph before it, just replace event count with contributing job count.   

21.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

21.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis are shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXINTI_<MBR> Events interval summary  

 

21.3 Events 
An example of the Events folder is shown below: 

 

Events folder 
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21.3.1 All events 

This graph displays the total number of events that occurred over time by event category.  Each event 
category with at least 1 event captured will be included in the graph.  

 

All events 

21.3.2 All events job counts 

This graph shows the number of contributing jobs/tasks/threads for each event type. 

 

All events job counts 
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21.3.3 Program events 

Program events are event type 2 in the PEX files.  These are also called Machine Interface program 
bracketing events.   

Tip: *MISTR, *MIEND events can be used to find the program name associated with another event being 
called. This is not used as much anymore with the addition of call stacks to most of the more commonly 
used PEX events, but is still available if needed for other event types that do not provide a call stack.  

 

Program events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of program events that occurred for each event sub type. 

 
Program events 

21.3.4 Base events 
Base events are event type 3 in the PEX files. 
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Base events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 
 
This graph shows the number of base events that occurred and breaks down each individual event sub 
type.   
 
Tip: This does not include the base events group 2 (event type 24).  Group 2 events are the ones listed 
on the ADDPEXDFN command – BASEVT parameter after *WKLDCAPPING.   
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Base events 
 

21.3.5 PMCO events 

This graphs only the PMCO event (which is a base type event).  PMCO is event type 3 subtype 8 in the 
PEX data.  PMCO stands for Performance Measurement Counter Overflow and is used in TPROF to 
analyze CPU performance within programs. 

Tip: Collect format 2 to include a call stack.  Use PMCO format 4 if debugging cacheline data.   

Collecting PMCO format 1 is not recommended. 

 

PMCO events 
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21.3.6 Taskswitch events 

Taskswitch events are part of base events and are event type 3, sub types (6, 7, 11, 12, and 22) 

Tip: If *TASKSWTOUQ is collected as format 2 then a call stack is provided (recommended.) 

To collect taskswitch, the following events should be included: 

 

Taskswitch and PMCO events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph counts the taskswitch event subtypes over time.  Taskswitch is the most detailed/advanced 
type of analysis found in PEX Analyzer and shows every transition / transaction of work that occurred per 
job. 

 

Taskswitch events 

21.3.7 CPU switch events 

CPU switch events are found within the base events (type 3), sub type 29.  These are also called LPAR 
combo events. 

Tip: No PEX Analyzer analysis exists for CPU switch events, but you will find some reports under PEX 
file(s) starting points -> CPU Switch. 
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CPU switch events 

21.3.8 Storage events 

Storage events are used to show changes to disk storage such as creates, extends, truncates and 
deletes of segments.  These are event type 4 in the PEX files. 

Tip: These events are used by the Net size changes, Heap storage and ASM analyses. 

 

Storage events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of storage events for each sub type collected over time. 
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Storage events 

21.3.9 Net size events 

This graph is like the previous except only shows event sub types (2, 3, 4 and 6) from the storage events. 

21.3.10 Heap events 

This graph shows the heap events from the storage event type (4) category.  Heap events are sub types 
7-12. 

 

Heap events 

21.3.11 Disk events 

Disk events are used to analyze disk performance and are necessary to create the Physical Disk I/Os 
analysis reports.  At a minimum, both *READEND and *WRTEND events should be included. 

Disk events are event type 5 in the PEX files.    

Tip: These events are used by the Physical Disk I/O analysis. 
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Disk events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of disk events for each sub type collected over time. 

 

Disk events 

21.3.12 Page fault events 

Page fault events are event type 6 in the PEX files. 

Tip: Collect page fault starts (event type 6, sub type 2) with format 2 to include a call stack. 

These events are used by the Page faults analysis. 
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Page fault events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of page fault events for each sub type collected over time. 

 

Page fault events 

21.3.13 Job events 

Job events are event type 7 in the PEX files. 

Tip: These events are rarely used, and no analysis or reports exists for job events.  You will find the raw 
data for these events in file Qaypermpm. 

 

Job events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of job events for each sub type collected over time. 
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Job events 

21.3.14 Seize lock events 

Seize lock events are event type 8 in the PEX files. 

Tip: A Locks analysis can be ran to help analyze these events. 

 

Seize lock events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of seize lock events for each sub type collected over time. 

 

Seize lock events 

21.3.15 SARs events 

SAR stands for segment address register and shows low level disk operations. 
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SAR are event type 9 in the PEX files. 

Tip: Use the SARs analysis to analyze these events.  Additional reports are available under PEX file(s) 
starting points -> SARs. 

 

SAR events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of SAR events for each sub type collected over time. 

 

SARs events 
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21.3.16 Expert cache events 

Expert cache events are event type 10 in the PEX files. 

Tip: These events are rarely used, and no analysis or reports exists for expert cache events.  You will find 
the raw data for these events in file Qaypermpm. 

 

Expert cache events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of expert cache events for each sub type collected over time. 

21.3.17 Disk server events 

Disk server events are event type 11 in the PEX files.  You will need to include system tasks in your 
collection if you wish to capture these events and they are associated with LDIO* and SMDSTASK* 
system tasks. 

Tip: These events are rarely used, and no analysis exists.  You will find a report over these events under 
PEX file(s) starting points -> Disk server with client 1619+. 

 

Disk server events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of disk server events for each sub type collected over time. 
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Disk server events 

21.3.18 Operating system events 

Operating system events are event type 12 subtypes 1-64 in the PEX files.  Many of these sub types > 24 
are not implemented yet and are reserved for future use. 

Tip: Several PEX analyses use these events.  Some examples are Logical DB I/O, Database full file 
opens/closes and Data areas. 
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OS events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of operating system events for each sub type collected over time. 
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Operating system events 

21.3.19 Communications events 

Communications events are event type 14 in the PEX files.  Data captured by these events will appear in 
file QAYPECMN and are used to trace TCP/IP, sockets, RDMA or UDP connections. 

Tip: Some of these events can be analyzed using the TCP/IP communications and TCP/IP 
communication (format 2) analyses. 

 

Communications events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of communication events for each sub type collected over time. 
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Communications events 

21.3.20 PASE events 

PASE events are event type 17 in the PEX files.  Data captured by these events will appear in file 
QAYPEPASE and are associated with the J9 JVMs. 

Tip: These events are rarely used, and no analysis or reports exists.   

 

PASE events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of PASE events for each sub type collected over time. 
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21.3.21 File server events 

File server events are event type 18 in the PEX files.  Data captured by these events will appear in file 
QAYPEFILSV and are associated with the IFS. 

Tip: These events are rarely used, and no analysis or reports exists.   

 

File server events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of file server events for each sub type collected over time. 

21.3.22 Synchronization events 

Synchronization events are event type 19 in the PEX files.  Data captured by these events will appear in 
file QAYPESYNC.   

Tip: These events are rarely used, and no analysis exists over this data.  However, a few reports exist 
under PEX file(s) starting points -> Mutex cleanup if the mutex related events are captured. 

 

Synchronization events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.3 

This graph shows the number of synchronization events for each sub type collected over time. 
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Synchronization events 

21.3.23 Journal events 

Journal events are event type 20 in the PEX files.   

Tip: These events are rarely used, and no analysis or reports exists.   

 

Journal events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of journal events for each sub type collected over time. 

21.3.24 Database events 

Database events are event type 21 in the PEX files.  Several PEX files will be created based on which 
events are captured.   
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Database event PEX files 

Tip: These events are rarely used, and no analysis or reports exists.   

 

Database events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 

This graph shows the number of database events for each sub type collected over time. 

 

Database events 

21.3.25 Resource affinity events 

Resource affinity events are event type 22 in the PEX files.  Data captured by these events will appear in 
file QAYPEAFN.   
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Tip: These events are rarely used, and no analysis or reports exists.    

 

Resource affinity events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.3 

This graph shows the number of resource affinity events for each sub type collected over time. 

21.3.26 Virtual I/O events 

Virtual I/O events are event type 23 in the PEX files.  Data captured by these events will appear in file 
QAYPEVIO.   

Tip: These events are rarely used, and no analysis or reports exists.    

 

Virtual I/O events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.3 

This graph shows the number of virtual I/O events for each sub type collected over time. 

21.3.27 Base group 2 events 

Base group 2 events are event type 24 in the PEX files.  These events are specified on the ADDPEXDFN 
– BASEVT parameter using one of the values after *WKLDCAPPING.  *ACTDTA data will appear in file 
QAYPEACT. 
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Tip: The *ACTDTA event has an analysis called Activation data.  The other events do not have an 
analysis in iDoctor. 

 

Base group 2 events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.3 

This graph shows the number of base group 2 events for each sub type collected over time. 

 

Base group 2 events 

21.3.28 All events rankings 

This graph displays the total number of events that occurred by event category ranked by 1 of several 
possible ways. 
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Events -> All events rankings 

Tip: These graphs can be accessed as a drill-down from the overview graph of the same name. 

Examples for each of these graphs follows: 

21.3.28.1 All events by thread 

 

21.3.28.2 All events by job 
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21.3.28.3 All events by job user 

 

21.3.28.4 All events by generic job 

 

21.3.28.5 All events by pool 
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21.3.28.6 All events by subsystem 

 

21.3.28.7 All events by virtual processor thread 

 

21.3.28.8 All events by hypervisor virtual processor thread 
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21.3.28.9 All events by thread | virtual processor thread 

 

21.3.28.10 All events by event type 

 

21.3.28.11 All events by thread | event type 
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21.3.28.12 All events by collection 

 

21.3.28.13 All events by collection | event type 

 

21.3.28.14 All events by collection | generic job 

 

21.3.29 Program events rankings 
This graph shows the number of program events that occurred for each event sub type ranked by 1 of 
several possible ways. 
 
An example follows: 
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Program events by thread 

21.3.30 Base events rankings 
This graph shows the number of base events that occurred for each event sub type ranked by 1 of 
several possible ways. 
 
An example follows: 
 

 
Base events by generic job 

21.3.31 Taskswitch events rankings 
This graph shows the number of taskswitch events that occurred for each event sub type ranked by 1 of 
several possible ways. 
 
An example follows: 
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Taskswitch events by job 
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22  Heap Storage 

This analysis examines the heap storage events.  These are event type 4, subtypes 7 – 12 and 16  
(*SYSHEAP, *RESHEAP, *LCLHEAP, *USRHEAP, *ACTGRPHEAP, *HDLHEAP and *CLEHEAP.) 

Note: Specifying either format 1 or format 2 on these events will include the call stack. 

22.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

22.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXHEAPSTK_<MBR> 
Intermediate file. 

PEXHEAPISUM_<MBR> 
Intermediate file. 

PEXHEAPISUM2_<MBR> 
This is an interval summary table for the heap events. 

PEXHEAPNEW_<MBR> 
Intermediate file. 

PEXHEAPDST_<MBR> 
Intermediate file. 

PEXHEAPCRT_<MBR> 
Intermediate file. 

PEXHEAPSTACKS3_<MBR> 
This is a summary of the total suspected leaks and amount of data not 
deallocated. 

PEXHEAPSTACKS_<MBR> 
This shows call stacks for the suspected leaks. 

22.3 Heap storage 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the analysis has completed. 
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Heap storage 

 

22.3.1 Net heap size allocations 

This graph shows over time the changes to heap size allocations (either positive or negative).  The value 
is shown in megabytes. 

 

Net heap size allocations 

 

22.3.2 Heap operation rates 

This graph shows 6 different types of heap operations occurring over time per second.  The possible 
heap operations are: Allocates, freed, reallocs, freed for reallocs, creates and destroys. 
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Heap operation rates 

 

22.3.3 Heap size averages 

This graph contains average operation size (in bytes) for the same 6 types of operations shown in the 
previous graph.   

 

Heap size averages 

22.3.4 Heap size rates 

This graph shows the same 6 operations discussed previously but shows the metric as a total size in 
megabytes per second. 
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Heap size rates 

22.3.5 Heap size totals 

This graph is the same as the previous one except shows a total size in megabytes instead of a rate. 

 

22.3.6 Heap operations 

This graph shows a count of total heap operations for the possible 6 types over time. 

 

Heap operations 

 

22.3.7 Heap failures 

This graph examines the number of occurrences where column QHPRET is not 0 in table QAYPEHEAP. 
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Heap failures 

22.3.8 Net heap size allocations rankings 

These graphs rank the net heap allocations by various possible ways. 

Tip: Drill-down from these into Detail reports -> Heap storage to view more details behind the events for 
the selected bar(s). 

 

Net heap size allocations rankings 

An example follows: 

 

Heap size allocations by thread 
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22.3.9 Heap operation rates rankings 

These graphs show the 6 types of heap operations as a rate per second grouped by one of several 
possible ways. 

An example follows: 

 

Heap operation rates by generic job 

22.3.10 Heap size averages rankings 

These graphs show the 6 types of heap operations as an average size (in bytes) grouped by one of 
several possible ways. 

An example follows: 

 

Heap size averages by job 

22.3.11 Heap size rates rankings 

This graph shows the same 6 operations discussed previously but shows the metric as a total size in 
megabytes per second grouped by 1 of several possible ways. 

An example follows: 
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Heap size rates by heap name 

22.3.12 Heap size totals rankings 

This graph is the same as the previous one except shows a total size in megabytes instead of a rate. 

An example follows: 

 

Heap size totals by heap name | event type 

22.3.13 Heap operations rankings 

This graph shows a count of total heap operations for the possible 6 types grouped by 1 of several 
possible ways. 

An example follows: 
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Heap operations by thread | heap name 

22.3.14 Heap failures rankings 

This graph examines the number of occurrences where column QHPRET is not 0 in table QAYPEHEAP 
and groups the data in 1 of several possible ways. 

An example follows: 

 

Heap failures by heap name 

 

22.3.15 Detail reports 

These reports give more details behind the events captured within the PEX collection. 

Tip: You can access these reports as a drill-down from one of the graphs for selected time or grouping. 
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Detail reports 

22.3.15.1 Heap event details 

This report shows more details behind every heap event. 

 

Heap event details 

22.3.15.2 Heap memory leak event details 

This graph shows the heap event details but only for operations where data was allocated but never freed 
(at least within the PEX collection.) 

 

Heap memory leak event details 

 

22.3.15.3 Heap memory leak call stacks 

This report shows the call stacks for the heap allocations that were never freed within the PEX collection. 
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This is ordered by the total number of allocations not deallocated per call stack. 

 

Heap memory leak call stacks 

 

22.3.15.4 Heap memory leak call stacks ordered by size 

This report shows the call stacks for the heap allocations that were never freed within the PEX collection 
but sorted by total heap size of the suspected leaks. 

 

22.3.15.5 Heap summary 

This report summarizes the heap events by heap name. 

 

Heap summary 

 

22.3.15.6 Heap counts overview 

This report summarizes the heap events over time.   

Tip: This will group the data by the same default setting used in the overview graphs for time groupings 
set by using the clock icon on the toolbar of the main window. 

 

Heap counts overview 
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23  Hot Sectors 

This analysis summarizes physical disk I/O statistics by chunk size. 

Note: You must run the Physical disk I/O analysis before running this analysis. 

23.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the Run Hot Sectors Analysis window appears: 

 

 

This allows you to specify the chunk size (in megabytes) used in the reports. 

23.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

Pexpdiohotsec_<MBR> 
Hot data 1 second intervals  

Pexpdiohotmin_<MBR> 
Hot data 1 minute intervals   

23.3 Hot sectors 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the analysis has completed. 

 

Hot sectors 

23.3.1 Collection-wide 1 minute interval summary per MB chunk 

This report summarizes several PDIO metrics by chunk or 1 MB sector and minute 
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Collection-wide 1 minute interval summary per MB chunk  

23.3.2 Collection-wide 1 second interval summary per MB chunk 

This report is the same as the previous except uses 1 second groupings. 

23.3.3 By time interval 

These graphs can be used to visually locate sectors with the most reads or writes. 
The primary Y-axs shows the sector (in decimal) and the secondary Y-axis shows the total reads or 
writes. 

 

Hot sectors -> by time interval 

An example follows 

 

Top reads per x MB chunk (1 minute intervals) 
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24  IFS API call detail 

This analysis looks at 2 operating system events *IFSIO and *IFSOPEN to analyze IFS API calls 
occurring in the jobs specified in the PEX collection.  These events are type 12, sub types 9 and 10 in the 
PEX data. 

Note: This analysis does not examine the *IFSCOMP event. 

24.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range to be configured.   Note: The minimum time grouping setting does not apply to this 
analysis. 

24.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXIFS_<MBR> 
IFS API call detail report 

 

24.3 IFS API call detail 
After the analysis completes a folder will be created containing a single report. 

 

IFS API call detail 

24.3.1 IFS API call detail 

This report contains the job calling the API, the API name, parameters used, return code and more. 
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IFS API call detail 
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25  Locks 

This analysis examines the lock events which are event type 8 in the PEX data. 

There are 4 sub types for lock events (excluding *USER):  

 

Lock events from QAYPEEVENT table 

25.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

25.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXSL_<MBR> 
Seize lock event detail table 

25.3 Locks 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the analysis has completed. 

Tip: These graphs can be used as a drill-down into the Detail reports for the selected time or grouping. 

 

Locks 

25.3.1 Lock events 

This graph shows the total lock events occurring for each sub type over time. 
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Lock events 

25.3.2 Object locks 

This graph shows the object locks occurring over time. 

25.3.3 Database locks 

This graph shows the database locks occurring over time. 

25.3.4 Space locks 

This graph shows the space locks occurring over time. 

25.3.5 Conflict time 

This graph shows the conflict time found in the collection over time. 

 

Conflict time 

25.3.6 Lock events rankings 

These graphs show the total lock events occurring for each sub type ranked by 1 of several possible 
ways. 

You can also right-click and drill into the Detail reports for more options. 
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Locks -> Lock events rankings 

An example follows: 

 

Lock events by job 

25.3.7 Object lock rankings 

These graphs show the object locks events ranked by 1 of several possible ways. 

 

Locks -> Object lock rankings 
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An example follows: 

 

Object locks by job user 

25.3.8 Database lock rankings 

These graphs show the DB locks events ranked by 1 of several possible ways. 

 

Locks -> Database lock rankings 

An example follows: 
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Database locks by thread, record number 

25.3.9 Space lock rankings 

These graphs show the space locks events ranked by 1 of several possible ways. 

 

Locks -> Space lock rankings 

An example follows: 

 

Space locks by object 

25.3.10 Conflict time rankings 

These graphs show the conflict time (in seconds) ranked by 1 of several possible ways. 
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Locks -> Conflict time rankings 

An example follows: 

 

25.3.11 Detail reports 

These reports give more details behind the events captured within the PEX collection. 

Tip: You can access these reports as a drill-down from one of the graphs for the selected time or 
grouping. 

 

Detail reports 
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25.3.11.1 Lock event details 

This report shows all the details available for each lock event.  In some cases, this will contain the waiting 
job, the holder job, the conflict job and the amount of conflict time that occurred. 

 

Lock event details 

25.3.11.2 Lock event call stacks by instruction 

If *FORMAT2 events were captured, this will provide the most commonly occurring call stacks found in 
the collection, segregated by lock event type and grouped by instruction. 

Tip: It is sometimes useful to use this option as a drill-down from one of the ranking graphs. 

 

Lock event call stacks by instruction 
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26  Logical Database I/O 

This analysis examines logical database I/Os captured using the operating system event *DBIO.  This is 
event type 1, sub type 1 in the PEX files. 

26.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

26.2 SQL tables 
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXDBIOSUM_<MBR> 
LDIO interval summary 

PEXDBIO_<MBR> 
LDIO event details 

 

26.3 Logical database I/O 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the analysis has completed. 

There are 3 main types of LDIO operations which are grouped together into “categories”: 

1. Reads 

2. Write 

3. Others (Updates & Deletes) 

These categories are used on the categorized graphs. 

The logical database I/O totals and logical database I/O rates graphs are more advanced and show each 
individual subtype operation.  The possible subtypes are: 

• GTK – Keyed reads returning data 

• GK1 – Keyed reads 

• GTS – Sequential reads returning data 

• GS1 – Sequential reads 

• GTD – Direct reads returning data 

• GD1 – Direct reads 

• GTM – Blocked sequential reads 

• UPD – Update 

• DEL – Delete 

• REL – Release 

• PUT – Write 

Tip: These graphs can be used as a drill-down into the Detail reports for the selected time or grouping. 
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Logical database I/O 

26.3.1 Categorized logical database I/O totals 

This graph summarizes the LDIOs occurring per type over time.   

 

Categorized logical database I/O totals 

26.3.2 Categorized logical database I/O rates 

This graph is the same as the previous one except shows the values as a rate per second. 

26.3.3 Logical database I/O totals 

This graph shows the total contributions for each LDIO sub type found in the data. 
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Logical database I/O totals 

26.3.4 Logical database I/O rates 

This graph is the same as the prior one except shows the values as a rate per second. 

26.3.5 Categorized totals rankings 

These graphs summarize the LDIOs occurring per category (reads, writes, others) and ranked by 1 of 
several possible ways. 

You can also right-click and drill into the Detail reports for more options. 

 

Logical database I/O -> Categorized totals rankings 

An example follows: 
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Categorized logical database I/O totals by program 

26.3.6 Categorized rates rankings 

These graphs are the same as the previous ones except show their values as a rate per second. 

26.3.7 Logical totals rankings 

These graphs summarize the LDIOs occurring per type and ranked by 1 of several possible ways. 

You can also right-click and drill into the Detail reports for more options. 

 

Logical database I/O -> Logical totals rankings 

An example follows: 
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Logical database I/O totals by pool 

26.3.8 Logical rates rankings 

These graphs are the same as the previous ones except show their values as a rate per second. 

26.3.9 Detail reports 

These reports give more details behind the events captured within the PEX collection. 

Tip: You can access these reports as a drill-down from one of the graphs for the selected time or 
grouping. 
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Logical database I/O -> Detail reports 

 

26.3.9.1 Logical database I/O event details 

This report shows the details for the LDIO events.  It includes the job that caused the event, operation 
type as well as the DB file information. 

 

Logical database I/O event details 

26.3.9.2 Job, file, application program LDIO event details 

This report is like the previous one except includes fewer columns. 

26.3.9.3 LDIO hits by file and record number 

This report summarizes the total LDIOs occurring as a percentage of the total and groups the data by file 
and record number. 
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LDIO hits by file and record number 

 

26.3.9.4 LDIO hits by job, file and record number 

This is similar to the previous report but also includes job information. 
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LDIO hits by job, file and record number 

 

26.3.9.5 LDIO hits by program, job, file and record number 

This is similar to the previous report but also includes program library and program name. 

 

LDIO hits by program, job, file and record number 

 

26.3.9.6 LDIO call stacks by instruction 

If *FORMAT2 events were captured, this provides the most commonly occurring call stacks found in the 
collection. 

Tip: It is sometimes useful to use this option as a drill-down from one of the ranking or overview graphs. 
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LDIO call stacks by instruction 
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27  Net Size Changes 

This analysis is a 2nd analysis (the other is called ASM) that focuses on auxillary storage management 
events and deals with size changes to objects and segments. 

27.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

27.2 SQL tables 
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXASMSUM_<MBR> 
Net size interval summary table 

PEXASM_<MBR> 
Net size events table 

27.3 Net size changes 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the analysis has completed. 

 

Net size changes 

Tip: These graphs can be used as a drill-down into the Detail reports for the selected time or grouping. 

27.3.1 Net size changes 

This graph shows the net changes to permanent and temporary storage in megabytes over time.   

Note: The difference between the total size change and the sum of the values shown on the Y1-axis 
indicates the total size change that is unknown as far as whether it occurred in permanent or temporary 
storage.   

Tip: In this example, the permanent storage values exist but are so small are not visible.  To see them 
right-click the graph legend on the green value (temp storage) and use the remove from graph menu. 
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Net size changes 

27.3.2 Net size event totals 

This graph summarizes the total events per type over time. 

 

Net size event totals 

27.3.3 Total size changes 

This graph shows total size changes per event type over time. 
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Total size changes 

27.3.4 Average size changes 

This graph shows the average size changes per event type over time. 

 

Average size changes 

27.3.5 Net size changes rankings 

These graphs summarize the net size changes for perm and temp storage ranked by 1 of several 
possible ways. 

You can also right-click and drill into the Detail reports for more options. 
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Net size changes -> Net size changes rankings 

An example follows: 

 

Net size changes by generic object 

27.3.6 Net size event totals rankings 

This graph summarizes the total events per type ranked by 1 of several possible ways. 

An example follows: 
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Net size event totals by job 

27.3.7 Total size changes rankings 

This graph shows total size changes per event type ranked by 1 of several possible ways. 

An example follows: 

 

Total size changes by program | object 

27.3.8 Average size changes rankings 

This graph shows average size changes per event type ranked by 1 of several possible ways. 

An example follows: 
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Average size changes by generic job 

 

27.3.9 Detail reports 

These reports give more details behind the events captured within the PEX collection. 

Tip: You can access these reports as a drill-down from one of the graphs for the selected time or 
grouping. 

 

Net size changes -> Detail reports 

 

27.3.9.1 Storage event details 

This report shows the several fields behind the ASM events captured in the collection.  
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Storage event details 

 

27.3.9.2 Storage event details (SMTRMOD file format) 

This report is like the previous one, except contains many additional columns. 

27.3.9.3 Storage event summary by program 

This report is a summary of the ASM events by operation grouped by program and MI module. 

It includes the event count and total size and average size. 

 

Storage event summary by program 

27.3.9.4 Storage event summary by program, job/thread 

This report is like the previous one except it also groups by job/thread. 
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Storage event summary by program, job/thread 

 

27.3.9.5 Storage event summary by object 

This report is a summary of the ASM events by operation grouped by object including object type and 
segment type. 

It includes the event count and total size and average size. 

 

Storage event summary by object 

27.3.9.6 Storage event summary by object, job/thread 

This report is like the previous one except it also groups by job/thread. 
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Storage events summary by object, job/thread 

 

27.3.9.7 ASM event details with call stack drill-down   

This report is like the Storage event details report except only includes events that include a call stack. 

Tip: Double-click, then click the Call-stack tab to access the call stack. 

 

ASM event details with call stack drill-down 

 

27.3.9.8 ASM summary by object and segment type 

This report summarizes the events by object and segment type and sorts the data by the same fields. 
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ASM summary by object and segment type 

 

27.3.9.9 ASM activity by extent pool 

 

 

ASM activity by extent pool 

 

27.3.9.10 ASM activity by extent pool with request size 

 

ASM activity by extent pool with request size 
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27.3.9.11 Modules driving ASM activity 

This report summarizes the ASM events by LIC or MI module.   

Tip: This only shows extends and creates (event sub type 2 and 4).  Modify the SQL statement to include 
truncates and destroys if desired (3 and 6.) 

 

Modules driving ASM activity SQL statement with event type selection criteira  

 

Modules driving ASM activity 

27.3.9.12 Net size call stacks by instruction 

This report groups the call stacks together for the ASM events found in the collection. 

Tip: You can access this report as a drill-down from one of the graphs described previously. 
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Net size call stacks by instruction 
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28  Page faults 

This analysis examines the page fault events.  These are event type 6 in the PEX data. 

 

Page fault events from QAYPEEVENT 

Tip: If you specify page fault start events with *FORMAT2, this will include a call stack. 

Note: Some graphs show an average page fault time metric.  This requires that end events are captured 
and not just the page fault start event or the value will always be 0. 

28.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

28.2 SQL tables 
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXFLT_<MBR> 
Page faults interval summary table 

PEXFLT2_<MBR> 
Page faults events table 

28.3 Page faults 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the analysis has completed. 

 

Page faults 
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28.3.1 Page faults 

This graph shows the page fault starts and any “page fault ends with error” events occurring only.  It does 
not show page fault end OK events.  The Y2-axis displays the average time (in milliseconds) but only if 
the end events were captured. 

 

Page faults 

28.3.2 Starts vs ends page faults 

This graph compares starts vs end page faults with side-by-side bars.  Page faults ends with error may 
also rarely appear.  The Y2-axis just shows the completion percentage. 

 

Starts vs ends page faults 

28.3.3 Page faults rate 

This graph shows the page fault rate per second. 
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Page faults rate 

28.3.4 Average page fault time 

This graph shows the average page fault time in milliseconds.   

Tip: If no data appears, then page fault end events were likely not captured. 

 

Average page fault time 

28.3.5 Page faults rankings 

These graphs show the page fault starts and any “page fault ends with error” events occurring and ranked 
by 1 of several possible ways.  It does not show page fault end OK events. 
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Page faults -> Page faults rankings 

An example follows: 

 

Page faults by generic job 

 

28.3.6 Page faults rate rankings 

These graphs show the page fault rate per second and ranked by 1 of several possible ways. 
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Page faults rate by generic object 

28.3.7 Average page fault time rankings 

This graph shows the average page fault time in milliseconds and ranked by 1 of several possible ways. 

 

Average page fault time rankings 

28.3.8 Detail reports 

These reports give more details behind the events captured within the PEX collection. 

Tip: You can access these reports as a drill-down from one of the graphs for the selected time or 
grouping. 
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Page faults -> Detail reports 

 

28.3.8.1 Page fault event details 

This report shows all the available details behind the page fault events.   

Tip: If IAD_QRECN is not 0 then a call stack is available by double-clicking and then using the call stack 
tab. 

 

Page fault event details 

 

28.3.8.2 Page fault call stacks by instruction 

This report groups the page fault start call stacks together for the events found in the collection. 

Tip: You can access this report as a drill-down from one of the graphs described previously. 

 

Page fault call stacks by instruction 
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29  Physical Disk I/Os 

This analysis examines the disk events.   These are event type 5 in the PEX data. 

 

Disk events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.3 

Tip: Only event subtypes 3, 5 and 15 are used by this analysis.  The other disk events are not yet 
analyzed but some events like *READSTR, *WRTSTR do not need to be captured and are obsolete. 

Note: This analysis has a special requirement that file QAPMHDWR exist in the same library as the PEX 
collection.  This is normally captured if you are using QMGTOOLS/STRPSC to collect PEX data or can be 
manually copied from the active Collection Services collection data library. 

29.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, a window like the following appears: 
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This interface allows for the creation and specification of the the disk response time mappings used in the 
advanced graphs.  These mappings are stored in QUSRSYS/QAIDRDBKT.  Click the Edit button to 
modify a mapping or the New button to create a new mapping. 

The minimum time range size has 3 possible settings and applies to the overview graphs: 

1) 1 second intervals (default)  

2) 1/10th second intervals 

3) 1/100th second intervals 

Tip: Using 1 second intervals is typically recommended, unless the extra granularity is required, but these 
other options will take longer to create. 

29.2 SQL tables 
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXPDIO01_<MBR> 
PDIO event details  

PEXPDIO02_<MBR> 
PDIO event details (copy) 

PEXPDIODBKT_<MBR> 
Response time bucket mapping 

PEXPDIOISUM_<MBR> 
Interval summary per ASP  

PEXPDIOOBJ_<MBR> 
PDIO object summary 

29.3 Physical Disk I/Os 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the analysis has completed. 

Several different ranking graph groupings are available, which behave similarly in design to the job 
groupings.  Like elsewhere in iDoctor, the rankings can be accessed either as drill-down from an overview 
chart for a desired time-period or on their own as a starting point.  
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Note: <<QDDASP>> refers to the ASP number which is a parameter.  If Preferences -> Confirm -> 
Confirm ASP selection when opening disk graphs is checked you will be prompted for the desired 
ASP.  Uncheck this preference to avoid the prompt and always use ASP 1. 

 

Physical Disk I/Os 

29.3.1 Read and write rates for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph shows the reads per second and writes per second over time.  The 2nd Y-axis displays read 
and write average response and service times. 

 

Read and write rates for ASP <<QDDASP>> 
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29.3.2 Read/write rates type breakdown for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph is the same as the previous one except breaks up the rates by type of I/O operation.  There 
are 6 I/O operations which are listed in the graph legend. 

 

Read/write rates type breakdown for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

29.3.3 Read/write size averages for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph shows the average I/O size (in kilobytes) for reads and writes.  The 2nd Y-axis displays read 
and write average response and service times. 

 

Read/write size averages for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

29.3.4 Read/write size rates for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This report displays the size of all disk reads and disk writes as megabytes per second over time.  The 2nd 
Y-axis displays read and write average response and service times. 
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Read/write size rates for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

 

29.3.5 Read/write categorized total response times for ASP 
<<QDDASP>> 

This graph adds up the total response times for reads and writes and shows them with different colors 
based on the six response time buckets.   The 2nd Y-axis displays read and write average response and 
service times. 

 

 

Read/write categorized total response times for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

 

29.3.6 Read/write categorized total service times for ASP 
<<QDDASP>> 

This graph adds up the total services times for reads and writes and shows them with different colors 
based on the six response time buckets.   The 2nd Y-axis displays read and write average response and 
service times. 
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Read/write categorized total service times for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

 

29.3.7 Read/write categorized totals for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph shows the total I/O counts for reads and writes with different colors based on the six response 
time buckets.   The 2nd Y-axis displays read and write average response and service times. 

 

Read/write categorized totals for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

 

29.3.8 Read/write categorized rates for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph shows the I/Os per second for reads and writes with different colors based on the six response 
time buckets.   The 2nd Y-axis displays read and write average response and service times. 
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Read/write categorized rates for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

 

29.3.9 Read/write size totals for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph displays the total I/O size (in megabytes) for reads and writes that occurred over time.   The 
2nd Y-axis displays read and write average response and service times. 

 

Read/write size totals for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

29.3.10 Read/write totals for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph displays the total number of reads and writes along with the average response and service 
times on the 2nd Y-axis. 
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Read/write totals for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

 

29.3.11 Read/write rates with averages sizes for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph is the same as the Read and write rates graph except shows the average I/O size (in 
kilobytes) for reads and writes as well as the average response times on the secondary Y-axis.   

 

Read/write rates with averages sizes for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

29.3.12 Categorized totals for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph combines reads and writes counts together and shows them with different colors based on the 
six response time buckets.   The 2nd Y-axis displays read and write average response and service times. 
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Categorized totals for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

 

29.3.13 Categorized rates for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph is the same as the previous except shows the Y1 values as a rate per second. 

 

Categorized rates for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

29.3.14 Read time distribution for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph shows the total read service time and number of reads occurring within each .1 millisecond 
response time bucket.   

Note: Gaps in the data where no I/Os occurred within each .1 millisecond time are not shown, so the X-
axis can be misleading. 
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Read time distribution for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

29.3.15 Read size distribution for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph shows the total read service time for each read I/O size (in kilobytes).  The Y2 axis shows 
average read response times. 

 

Read size distribution for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

 

29.3.16 Write time distribution for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph shows the total write service time and number of writes occurring within each .1 millisecond 
response time bucket.   

Note: Gaps in the data where no I/Os occurred within each .1 millisecond time are not shown, so the X-
axis can be misleading. 
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Write time distribution for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

29.3.17 Write size distribution for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

This graph shows the total write service time for each write I/O size (in kilobytes).  The Y2 axis shows 
average write response times. 

 

 

Write size distribution for ASP <<QDDASP>> 

29.3.18 Reads and write rates rankings 

This graph shows the reads per second and writes per second ranked by one of the available disk 
groupings.  The optional 2nd Y-axis displays various average response and service times. 

Tip: You can drill down into any of these ranking graphs from the disk overview graphs by selecting the 
desired time and right-clicking and choosing the 1st menu. 

Tip: Some X-axis labels can be quite long and might be truncated in the graph.  To control how many 
characters are shown on these labels use Preferences -> Display -> X-axis label length limit settings. 

Tip: Use the Toggle graph format toolbar button in the Data Viewer to switch the look of the graph from 
vertical to horizontal bars if desired. 
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Physical Disk I/Os -> Reads and writes rates rankings 

29.3.18.1 Read and write rates by generic object 

This graph groups the metrics by generic object name.  The generic object name length is controlled by 
Preferences -> Data Viewer -> Name length for generic name grouping graphs. 

 

Read and write rates by generic object 

29.3.18.2 Read and write rates by object 

Same as the previous except each individual object name is shown. 

29.3.18.3 Read and write rates by generic job | object 

This graph groups the metrics by generic job name and unique object name.  The generic job name 
length is controlled by Preferences -> Data Viewer -> Name length for generic name grouping 
graphs. 
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Read and write rates by generic job | object 

29.3.18.4 Read and write rates by thread | object 

This graph is the same as the previous except replaces generic job with specific job/name/user: thread. 

29.3.18.5 Read and write rates by thread 

This graph groups the metrics by job / user / number: thread ID.  

 

Read and write rates by thread 

29.3.18.6 Read and write rates by job 

This graph groups the metrics by job / user / number. 
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Read and write rates by job 

29.3.18.7 Read and write rates by job user 

This graph groups the metrics by job user name. 

 

Read and write rates by job user 

 

29.3.18.8 Read and write rates by generic job 

This graph groups the metrics by generic job name. 
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Read and write rates by generic job 

 

29.3.18.9 Read and write rates by pool 

This graph groups the metrics by the pool number that the job was running in for the I/O operations 
occurring. 

 

Read and write rates by pool 

 

29.3.18.10 Read and write rates by subsystem 

Same as the previous except replace pool with subsystem. 
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Read and write rates by subsystem 

 

29.3.18.11 Read and write rates by disk path 

This graph groups the data by disk unit number and device resource name. 

 

Read and write rates by disk path 

29.3.18.12 Read and write rates ASP <<QDDASP>> by disk unit 

This graph groups the data by disk unit.  It also uses ASP filtering to restrict the results. 
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Read and write rates ASP <<QDDASP>> by disk unit 

29.3.18.13 Read and write rates by asp 

This graph groups the data by ASP. 

29.3.18.14 Read and write rates by object type 

This graph groups the data by IBM i object type (in hex.)  Descriptions for these can be found by using 
the graph flyover or see table qidrgui/qaidrot. 

 

Read and write rates by object type 

29.3.18.15 Read and write rates by segment type 

This graph groups the data by IBM i segment type (in hex.)  Descriptions for these can be found by using 
the graph flyover or see table qidrgui/qaidrst. 
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Read and write rates by segment type 

29.3.18.16 Read and write rates by object info 

This graph groups the data by object name and object type, segment type. 

 

Read and write rates by object info 

29.3.18.17 Read and write rates by io adapter 

This graph groups the data by IO adapter (IOA.) 

29.3.18.18 Read and write rates by io adapter port 

This graph groups the data by IO adapter (IOA) and port. 

29.3.18.19 Read and write rates by thread | object info 

This graph groups the data by job name, user, number: thread ID and object name, object type and 
segment type. 
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Read and write rates by thread | object info 

29.3.18.20 Read and write rates by thread | disk unit 

This graph groups the data by job name, user, number: thread ID and disk unit. 

 

Read and write rates by thread | disk unit 

29.3.18.21 Read and write rates by thread | object info | disk unit 

Same as previous graph except also includes object info (object name and object type, segment type.) 
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Read and write rates by thread | object info | disk unit 

29.3.18.22 Read and write rates by full object info: sid 

This graph groups the data by object library name, object name, object type, segment type and SID 
(segment address.) 

 

Read and write rates by full object info: sid 

29.3.18.23 Read and write rates by ifs path 

This graph groups the data by IFS path. 

 

Read and write rates by ifs path 

29.3.18.24 Read and write rates by disk serial 

This graph groups the data by disk serial number. 

29.3.18.25 Read and write rates ASP <<QDDASP>> by lun id | unit 

This graph groups the data by LUN ID and disk unit.   
Note: If no data appears, then the data was likely not taken from a DS LUN system.  Only data for disk 
type 2107 is shown.  

29.3.18.26 Read and write rates ASP <<QDDASP>> by lun id | unit | resource 
name 

This graph groups the data by LUN ID, disk unit and device resource name. 
Note: If no data appears, then the data was likely not taken from a DS LUN system.  Only data for disk 
type 2107 is shown.  
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29.3.18.27 Read and write rates ASP <<QDDASP>> by lss id 

This graph groups the data by LSS ID.  This is defined as bytes 4 and 5 from the disk serial number. 

Note: If no data appears, then the data was likely not taken from a DS LUN system.  Only data for disk 
type 2107 is shown.  

 

29.3.19 Read/write rates type breakdown rankings 

This graph is the same as the previous one except breaks up the rates by type of I/O operation.  There 
are 6 I/O operations which are listed in the graph legend.  For more information about the various 
groupings see the Reads and writes rates rankings section. 

An example follows: 

 

Read/write rates type breakdown by disk path 

29.3.20 Read/write size averages rankings 

This graph shows the average I/O size (in kilobytes) for reads and writes.  The 2nd Y-axis displays read 
and write average response and service times.  For more information about the various groupings see the 
Reads and writes rates rankings section. 

An example follows: 
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Read/write size averages by generic job | object 

29.3.21 Read/write size rates rankings 

This report displays the size of all reads and writes as megabytes per second.  The 2nd Y-axis displays 
read and write average response and service times. 

For more information about the various groupings see the Reads and writes rates rankings section. 

An example follows: 

 

Read/write size rates by job 

29.3.22 Read/write categorized total response times rankings 

This graph adds up the total response times for reads and writes and shows them with different colors 
based on the six response time buckets.   The 2nd Y-axis displays read and write average response and 
service times. 

For more information about the various groupings see the Reads and writes rates rankings section. 

An example follows: 
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Read/write categorized total response times by generic job 

29.3.23 Read/write categorized total service times rankings 

This graph adds up the total services times for reads and writes and shows them with different colors 
based on the six response time buckets.   The 2nd Y-axis displays read and write average response and 
service times. 

For more information about the various groupings see the Reads and writes rates rankings section. 

An example follows: 

 

Read/write categorized total service times by object type 

29.3.24 Read/write categorized totals rankings 

This graph shows the total I/O counts for reads and writes with different colors based on the six response 
time buckets.   The 2nd Y-axis displays read and write average response and service times. 

For more information about the various groupings see the Reads and writes rates rankings section. 

An example follows: 
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Read/write categorized totals by subsystem 

29.3.25 Read/write categorized rates rankings 

This graph shows the I/Os per second for reads and writes with different colors based on the six response 
time buckets.   The 2nd Y-axis displays read and write average response and service times. 

For more information about the various groupings see the Reads and writes rates rankings section. 

An example follows: 

 

Read/write categorized rates by object info 

29.3.26 Read/write size totals rankings 

This graph displays the total I/O size (in megabytes) for reads and writes.   The 2nd Y-axis displays read 
and write average response and service times. 

For more information about the various groupings see the Reads and writes rates rankings section. 

An example follows: 
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Read/write size totals by job user 

29.3.27 Read/write totals rankings 

This graph displays the total number of reads and writes along with the average response and service 
times on the 2nd Y-axis. 

For more information about the various groupings see the Reads and writes rates rankings section. 

An example follows: 

 

Read/write totals by thread | object 

29.3.28 Read/write rates with averages sizes rankings 

This graph is the same as the Read and write rates graph except shows the average I/O size (in 
kilobytes) for reads and writes as well as the average response times on the secondary Y-axis.   

For more information about the various groupings see the Reads and writes rates rankings section. 

29.3.29 Categorized totals rankings 

This graph shows the total I/O counts for reads and writes with different colors based on the six response 
time buckets.   The 2nd Y-axis displays read and write average response and service times. 

For more information about the various groupings see the Reads and writes rates rankings section. 

An example follows: 
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Categorized totals by disk path 

 

29.3.30 Categorized rates rankings 

This graph is the same as the previous except shows the Y1 values as a rate per second. 

For more information about the various groupings see the Reads and writes rates rankings section. 

An example follows: 

 

Categorized rates by generic job 

29.3.31 Summarized - by object 

This folder contains ranking graphs by object.  The data is presummarized when the analysis runs so will 
return results faster than the other graphs found previously.   
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Physical Disk I/Os -> Summarized - by object 

29.3.32 Detail reports 

This folder contains table-based reports and provide more details behind the disk events captured in the 
collection. 

Tip: These reports can be accessed as a drill-down from one of the overview or ranking graphs described 
previously for a selected time range or grouping using the Detail reports menu when right-clicking a 
graph’s bar. 
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Physical Disk I/Os -> Detail reports 

29.3.33 Advanced 

This folder contains additional disk graphs that are less frequently used.  The graphs labeled 
“Advanced” are the graphs that display 11 response time buckets for reads and/or writes instead of 6.  
These are like the categorized graphs covered previously but intended for advanced users.   The Y2-axis 
is more complicated as well and contains 5 values instead of 4. 

Tip: In some situations, the X-axis label on the advanced graphs will show an “R” for reads and/or “W” for 
writes if the average response time exceeded 1 second in the largest response time bucket.  But at 7.3 
and earlier this will always occur if any values exist in the largest response time bucket. 
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Physical Disk I/Os -> Advanced 

An example follows: 

 

Advanced read/write rates for ASP 1 
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30  SARs 

This analysis examines the Segment address register (SAR) events.  These are a type of low-level disk 
event.  SARs are event type 9 in the PEX data and the data for these events is created in table 
QAYPESAR. 

 

SAR events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.2 

30.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

30.2 SQL tables 
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
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SQL table Description 

PEXSAR_<MBR> 
SAR event details  

PEXSARISUM_<MBR> 
SAR interval summary  

30.3 SARs 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the analysis has completed. 

 

SARs 

30.3.1 SARs read and write rates 

This graph shows SAR reads per second and writes per second over time.  The 2nd Y-axis displays read 
and write average size (in kilobytes.)  
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SARs read and write rates 

30.3.2 SARs read/write size averages 

This graph is like the previous graph except flips the Y1 and Y2 axes around. 

 

SARs read/write size averages 

30.3.3 SARs size rates 

This graph displays the size of all SAR reads and writes as megabytes per second over time.  The 2nd Y-
axis displays read and write average size (in kilobytes.)  
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SARs size rates 

30.3.4 SARs read/write size totals 

This graph displays the total SARs I/O size (in megabytes) for reads and writes that occurred over time.   
The Y2-axis displays read and write average size (in kilobytes.)  

 

SARs read/write size totals 

30.3.5 SARs read/write totals 

This graph displays the SARs reads and writes (in thousands) along with the average size on the optional 
Y2 axis. 
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SARs read/write totals 

30.3.6 SARs page outs/clears/removes size totals 

This graph shows the total size (in megabytes) for page outs, clears and remove operations.  The 
optional Y2-axis shows a count of operations as a rate per second for each type. 

 

SARs page outs/clears/removes size totals 

30.3.7 SARs completed in error 

This graph shows the number of SARs that completed in error over time.  The Y2-axis shows the error 
percentage of the total events. 
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SARs completed in error 

30.3.8 SARs exchange size totals 

This graph shows the total size of 3 types of exchange operations in megabytes: 

1) Clears 

2) Sync reads 

3) Async reads 

 

SARs exchange size totals 

30.3.9 SARs sync/async read and write rates 

This graph is like the SARs read and write rates graph except breaks down the operations by 
synchronous vs asynchronous. 
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SARs sync/async read and write rates 

30.3.10 SARs sync/async read/write size averages 

This graph is like the previous graph except flips the Y1 and Y2 axes around. 

 

SARs sync/async read/write size averages 

30.3.11 SARs sync/async size rates 

This graph is like the SARs size rates graph except breaks down the operations by synchronous vs 
asynchronous. 
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SARs sync/async size rates 

30.3.12 SARs sync/async read/write size totals 

This graph is like the SARs read/write size totals graph except breaks down the operations by 
synchronous vs asynchronous. 

 

SARs sync/async read/write size totals 

30.3.13 SARs sync/async read/write totals 

This graph is like the SARs read/write totals graph except breaks down the operations by synchronous vs 
asynchronous. 
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SARs sync/async read/write totals 

30.3.14 SARs read and write rates rankings 

This graph ranks the SARs reads and writes as a rate per second by 1 of several possible ways. 

 

SARs -> SARs read and write rates rankings 

An example follows: 
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SARs read and write rates by object 

30.3.15 SARs read/write size averages rankings 

This graph is like the previous graph except flips the Y1 and Y2 axes around. 

 

SARs read/write size averages by thread 

30.3.16 SARs size rates rankings 

This graph displays the size of all SAR reads and writes as megabytes per second.  The optional 2nd Y-
axis displays read and write average size (in kilobytes.)  

 

SARs size rates by generic job 
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30.3.17 SARs read/write size totals rankings 

This graph displays the total SARs I/O size (in megabytes) for reads and writes that occurred.   The 
optional Y2-axis displays read and write average size (in kilobytes.)  

 

SARs read/write size totals by generic job | object 

30.3.18 SARs read/write totals rankings 

This graph displays the SARs reads and writes (in thousands) along with the average size on the optional 
Y2 axis. 

 

SARs read/write totals rankings 

30.3.19 SARs page outs/clears/removes size totals rankings 

This graph shows the total size (in megabytes) for page outs, clears and remove operations.  The 
optional Y2-axis shows a count of operations as a rate per second for each type. 
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SARs page outs/clears/removes size totals by subsystem 

30.3.20 SARs exchange size totals rankings 

This graph shows the total size of 3 types of exchange operations in megabytes: 

1) Clears 

2) Sync reads 

3) Async reads 

 

SARs exchange size totals by object info 

30.3.21 SARs sync/async read and write rates rankings 

This graph is like the SARs read and write rates rankings graph except breaks down the operations by 
synchronous vs asynchronous. 
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SARs sync/async read and write rates by generic object 

30.3.22 SARs sync/async read/write size averages rankings 

This graph is like the previous graph except flips the Y1 and Y2 axes around. 

30.3.23 SARs sync/async size rates rankings 

This graph is like the SARs size rates rankings graph except breaks down the operations by synchronous 
vs asynchronous. 

 

SARs sync/async size rates rankings 

30.3.24 SARs sync/async read/write size totals rankings 

This graph displays the total SARs I/O size (in megabytes) for synchronous and asynchronous reads and 
writes that occurred.   The optional Y2-axis displays read and write average size for both sync and async 
operations (in kilobytes.) 
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SARs sync/async read/write size totals by job 

30.3.25 SARs sync/async read/write totals rankings 

This graph displays the total SARs operations for synchronous and asynchronous reads and writes that 
occurred.   The optional Y2-axis displays read and write average size for both sync and async operations 
(in kilobytes.) 

 

SARs sync/async read/write totals by job user 

30.3.26 Detail reports 

This folder contains table-based reports and provide more details behind the SARs events captured in the 
collection. 

Tip: These reports can be accessed as a drill-down from one of the overview or ranking graphs described 
previously for a selected time range or grouping using the Detail reports menu when right-clicking a 
graph’s bar. 
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Detail reports 
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31  Save/Restore 

This analysis examines the save/restore OS event.  This is event type 12 subtype 21 in the PEX data. 

 

*SAVRST event from QAYPEEVENT at 7.3 

31.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

31.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXSR_<MBR> 
SR event details  

31.3 Save/Restore 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the analysis has completed. 

 

Save/Restore 

31.3.1 Save/restore events 

This graph shows the *SAVRST events that occurred in the collection over time. 
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Save/restore events 

 

31.3.2 Save/restore command starts 

This graph shows which save/restore commands occurred and when in the collection over time. 

 

Save/restore command starts 

31.3.3 Save/restore events rankings 

This graph shows the *SAVRST events that occurred in the collection ranked by 1 of several possible 
ways. 
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Save/Restore -> Save/restore events rankings 

An example follows: 

 

Save/restore events by job 

 

31.3.4 Save/restore command starts rankings 

This graph shows which save/restore commands occurred and when in the collection ranked by 1 of 
several possible ways. 
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Save/restore command starts by generic job 

31.3.5 Save/restore longest duration rankings 

This graph ranks the save/restore operations by total duration.  The X-axis label indicates the container 
and command.  The flyover shows the job information. 

 

Save/restore longest duration rankings 

31.3.6 Detail reports 

This folder contains table-based reports and provide more details behind the save/restore events 
captured in the collection. 

Tip: These reports can be accessed as a drill-down from one of the overview or ranking graphs described 
previously for a selected time range or grouping using the Detail reports menu when right-clicking a 
graph’s bar. 

 

Save/Restore -> Detail reports 
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32  Stats Hier for Selected Job 

This analysis is used to create statistical hierarchical reports for a specific job. 

Note: Do NOT collect statistical hierarchical data for the entire system.  This will capture a huge amount 
of data and possibly could crash your system.  This type of analysis should be done against a limited set 
of jobs only per PEX collection. 

Note: Currently the analysis only supports PEX stats counters 1-4 and does not yet include counters 5-8. 

32.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, a report will appear within a Browse Jobs window allowing the user to pick the 
desired job(s) to analyze.  More than 1 can be selected which will create a different report for each job 
selected. 

 

Browse Jobs 

After the analysis has completed, folders will appear, 1 for each job selected such as in the following 
example: 

 

Stats hier for selected job run folders #1, #2, #3 
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32.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXSTATSHIER_<MBR>_<N> 
Stats hier for selected job  
 
Note: The SQL table comment will contain the job information 
selected.  <N> is a number 1 or higher based on the next available 
value in the current library. 

32.3 Stats hier for selected job (run #N) 
This folder contains the reports available for the analysis and specific job selected when it was ran. 

2 flavors of reports showing identical data are available, a tree table, and just a regular table.   This is 
indicated by the “tree table” column having a value of Yes. 

 

Stats hier for selected job (run #1) 

Note: The tree tables will not perform well in some situations if there is too much data and may appear to 
hang the GUI as they are being created.  If that happens and you don’t want to wait, then end iDoctor.exe 
in the Windows Task manager and use the non-tree table versions. 

32.3.1 Simplified stats hier for <JOB> - Tree table 

This tree table report has a reduced set of columns and uses the tree table format.  The shows the 
amount of elapsed time and CPU time per program/module/procedure call level within the job. 

The tree table format allows for certain branches to be expanded or collapsed as desired, typically 
focusing on the areas with the highest CPU usage. 

Tip: Right-click a specific program/procedure call level for additional analysis options under the Selected 
program or Selected procedure menu. 

 

Simplified stats hier for QZDASOINIT/QUSER/328147: 000001B4 

32.3.2 Stats hier for <JOB> - Tree table 

This report is like the previous report but contains many additional columns including IO counts and event 
counters. 
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32.3.3 Simplified stats hier for <JOB> 

This report contains the same data as the tree table report version, but in a flat table instead. 

 

Simplified stats hier for QZDASOINIT/QUSER/328147: 000001B4 

32.3.4 Stats hier for <JOB> 

This report contains the same data as the tree table report version, but in a flat table instead. 

 

Stats hier for QZDASOINIT/QUSER/328147: 000001B4 
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33  Stats Hier with N call levels 

This analysis examines the stats hierarchical data and summarizes the data by examining the relationship 
between a specific number of call levels at a time.   

33.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis the Run PEX Stats Hier with N levels analysis window appears to allow the 
user to indicate the desired number of call levels to summarize. 

 

33.2 Stats hier for N levels 
This folder shows the reports provided by the analysis. 

 

Stats hier for N levels 

An example follows: 
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2 level summary with pgm names 
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34  Stats Summary for All Jobs 

This analysis is used to analyze either stats flat or stats hierarchical data in a stats flat report format. 

Tip: These reports support use of the stats counters 1-8 to count specific events occurring.  See the 
ADDPEXDFN command for more information. 

34.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, no prompt appears since no parameters apply. 

34.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXSTATSSUM_<MBR> 
Summarized CPU and I/O by thread 

PEXSTATSSUMPG_<MBR> 
Summarized CPU and I/O by pgm/MI instruction 

PEXSTATSSUMJB_<MBR> 
Summarized CPU and I/O by thread/pgm/MI instruction 

34.3 Stats summary for all jobs 
This folder shows the reports provided by the analysis.  Each report links to 1 of the SQL tables 
generated. 

 

Stats summary for all jobs 

 

34.3.1 Summarized CPU and I/O by thread/pgm/MI instruction 

This report provides CPU and I/O statistics grouped by thread, program and MI instruction. 

 

Summarized CPU and I/O by thread/pgm/MI instruction 
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34.3.2 Summarized CPU and I/O by pgm/MI instruction 

This report provides CPU and I/O statistics grouped by program and MI instruction. 

 

34.3.3 Summarized CPU and I/O by thread 

This report provides CPU and I/O statistics grouped by thread. 

 

Summarized CPU and I/O by thread 
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35  Taskswitch 

This analysis examines the Taskswitch events.  These events are fired whenever a task (job) transitions 
between run/idle states and is the most complex analysis provided.  

To collect taskswitch, the following events should be included: 

 

Taskswitch and PMCO events from QAYPEEVENT at 7.4 
 
Note: Many drill-downs exist within this analysis some of which may not work properly depending on the 
report they are initiated from.  Contact idoctor@us.ibm.com if you need assistance with something 
specific. 

35.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range and minimum time grouping to be configured.   

35.2 SQL tables 
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXQAYPETSKSW_TNX_<MBR
> 

Taskswitch transaction file 

PEXQAYPETSKSW_INT_<MBR> 
Taskswitch one second index 

PEXQAYPETIDX_OOS_<MBR> 
Index for QAYPETIDX AFD records out of sequence (OOS) 

PEXQAYPETIDX_01_<MBR> 
Taskswitch events TIDX file  

 

35.3 Taskswitch 
This folder contains the graphs and reports available after the Taskswitch analysis has completed. 

mailto:idoctor@us.ibm.com
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Taskswitch 

35.3.1 Collection overview time signature 

This graph shows the wait bucket times for the most interesting wait buckets using the taskswich data in 
the collection.  This is the same graph as shown in Job Watcher or Collection Services Investigator but 
does not include CPU utilization. 

Note: Although the wait buckets themselves are not captured by PEX, they are derived from the enum 
(specific wait type) and duration of each wait.  If the 1/10th or 1/100th second interval options are used, 
then very detailed wait analysis is possible but normally only rarely needed. 

 

Collection overview time signature 

35.3.2 Seizes and locks time signature 

This graph is the same as the Collection overview time signature but only shows seize contention, 
database record locks and object lock contention wait buckets. 

 

35.3.3 Disk time signature 

This graph is the same as the Collection overview time signature but only shows disk-related wait 
buckets. 
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35.3.4 Transaction waits by thread 

This folder contains reports that analyze waits by thread. 

 

Taskswitch -> Transaction waits by thread 

An example follows: 

 

Disk waits summary by job/thread/enum 

35.3.5 Transaction waits by object 

This folder contains reports that analyze waits by object. 

 

Taskswitch -> Transaction waits by object 

An example follows: 
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Disk waits summary by object/bucket 

35.3.6 Detail reports 

These reports give more details behind the events captured within the PEX collection. 

Note: Many drill-down options are provided from these reports but are not documented.  They are 
intended for advanced users. 

 

Taskswitch -> Detail reports 

 

An example follows: 

 

Taskswitch wait summary 
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36  TCP/IP communications 

This analysis examines the TCP/IP communication events and is intended for advanced users. 

36.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range to be configured.   Note: The minimum time grouping setting does not apply to this 
analysis. 

36.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

Pexcmntcpsum_<MBR> 
Comtrace summary  

Pexcmncnnsum_<MBR> 
Connection summary  

Pexcmntrcout_<MBR> 
FMTPEXCMN output  

Pexcmncnv_<MBR> 
Hex conversion output  

Pexcmnicmp_<MBR> 
ICMP packet data 

Pexcmnudp_<MBR> 
UDP packet data 

Pexcmntcp_<MBR> 
TCP packet data 

36.3 TCP/IP communications 
This folder contains the reports available after the analysis has completed. 

 

An example follows: 
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Connection summary 
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37  TCP/IP communications format 2 

This analysis examines the TCP/IP communication format 2 events and is intended for advanced users. 

Note: It will only appear if *FORMAT2 communication events were captured. 

37.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears that allows the desired 
analysis time range to be configured.   Note: The minimum time grouping setting does not apply to this 
analysis. 

37.2 SQL Tables  
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

Pex2cmncnv_<MBR> 
Hex conversion output 

Pex2cmnhexin_<MBR> 
Hex conversion input 

37.3 TCP/IP communications (format 2) 
This folder contains the reports available after the analysis has completed. 

 

An example follows: 

 

Format 2 metrics 
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38  Top CPU Burners 

This analysis examines the call stacks provided by the *PMCO format 2 event to determine which non-Q 
named programs (if applicable/available) were burning the most CPU. 

38.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, no prompt appears since no parameters apply. 

38.2 SQL tables 
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

Pexburnfnqm_<MBR> 
Top MI first Q modules burning CPU 

Pexburnnqm_<MBR> 
Top MI last non-Q modules burning CPU 

Pexburnnqp_<MBR> 
Top MI last non-Q programs burning CPU 

Pexburn_<MBR> 
Top programs/modules burning CPU details 

 

38.3 Top CPU burners 
This folder contains the reports available after the analysis has completed. 

 

Top CPU burners 

An example follows: 
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Top MI last non-Q progams burning CPU 
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39  TPROF 

This analysis ranks CPU consumption by jobs, programs, modules, procedures, and MI instructions.  It 
also identifies which components in the OS are consuming the most CPU.   

The analysis is constructed using the PEX PMCO (Performance Measurement Counter Overflow) event.  
If type 2 of this event is collected, then call stack (with 16 call levels of data) are also captured.  The call 
stack data is also utilized by this analysis (if available) and shows what the call stack looked like for any 
desired program/procedure/mi instruction. 

Note: The tree tables provide hierarchical levels that can be expanded/collapsed but do not perform well 
if too much data has been captured. 

39.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, the following prompt appears: 

 

Run TPROF Analysis 

Note: The filter percent allows you to reduce the results shown and eliminate data below a certain PMCO 
hit percentage.  But specifying a value too high can cause no results to be created in which case the 
TPROF folder will not appear when the analysis completes. 

39.2 SQL tables 
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
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SQL table Description 

Qaypeproci_<MBR> 
QAYPEPROCI including an ID column indicating OS component 

Pextprofcomp1_<MBR> 
Hits by OS component/procedure  

Pextprofcomp2_<MBR> 
Hits by OS component  

Pextprofs6_<MBR> 
Hits by SDAR/procedure  

Pextprofs5_<MBR> 
Hits by statement  

Pextprofs4_<MBR> 
Hits by program  

Pextprofs3_<MBR> 
Hits by program/module  

Pextprofs2_<MBR> 
Hits by job/task/program/module  

Pextprofs1_<MBR> 
Hits by job-thread/task  

Pextprof2_<MBR> 
Hits by job-thread/task/procedure  

Pextprof1_<MBR> 
Hits by job/task/procedure  

Pextprof_<MBR> 
Hits by procedure  

Pexmcli_<MBR> 
SDAR hits by procedure/object  

39.3 TPROF 
This folder contains the reports available after the analysis has completed. 

Note: Most reports contain additional drill-down options.  Right-click on a selected row for more options. 

The call stack drill-down options will only work if *PMCO format 2 was collected. 

Tip: Some tree reports can be long running and the GUI may appear to hang while they are running.  In 
some cases, the tree reports should NOT be used if too many PMCO events were captured.  The status 
bar in the Data Viewer will update the indicate the current status, but otherwise the GUI will be 
unresponsive when these reports are being built.   

 

Data Viewer status bar example when building a large tree report 
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TPROF folder  

39.3.1 Hits by procedure 

This report shows PMCO hits by program/module/procedure. 

Tip: Selected a procedure and right-click for several additional drill down options. 

 

Hits by procedure 

 

39.3.2 Hits by job-thread/task/procedure 

This report shows PMCO hits by job-thread (or task)/program/module/procedure. 
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Hits by job-thread/task/procedure 

 

39.3.3 Hits by job-thread/task 

This report shows PMCO hits by job-thread or system task. 

 

Hits by job-thread/task 

 

39.3.4 Hits by job/program/module 

This report shows PMCO hits by job-thread (or task)/program/module. 
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Hits by job/program/module 

39.3.5 Hits by job/procedure 

This report shows PMCO hits by job (or task)/program/module/procedure. 

 

Hits by job/procedure 

 

39.3.6 Hits by program/module 

This report shows PMCO hits by program/module. 
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Hits by program/module 

 

39.3.7 Hits by program 

This report shows PMCO hits by program. 
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Hits by program 

 

39.3.8 Hits by statement 

This report shows PMCO hits by procedure/statement number or PASE line number. 

 

Hits by statement 

 

39.3.9 Hits by job/task (tree) 

This report shows PMCO hits by job.   

Note: All system tasks are grouped together as 1 ‘LIC Tasks’ value on this report. 

In cases where multiple job users or job numbers exist, those can be expanded within the tree. 
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Hits by job/task (tree) 

 

39.3.10 Hits by task (tree) 

This report breaks down the LIC tasks portion found on the previous report. 

 

Hits by task (tree) 

 

39.3.11 Hits by job-thread (tree) 

This report is the same as the Hits by job/task report except provides an additional drill-down into threads. 
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Hits by job-thread (tree) 

 

39.3.12 Hits by job/program (tree) 

This report groups the data by job and also includes a 2-character generic program name level to add 
with summarizing the results against similarly named programs. 

 

 

Hits by job/program showing generic 2 character program names. 
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Hits by job/program (tree) fully expanded 

 

39.3.13 Hits by task/program (tree) 

This report is the same as the previous one except shows data for system tasks instead. 

 

39.3.14 Hits by job-thread/procedure (tree) 

This report shows PMCO hits by job-thread, program/module/procedure.   

Note: If PMCO events were captured against the whole system or many different jobs/threads it is likely 
that this will perform too poorly to be usable and the non-tree table version should be used instead. 

 

Hits by job-thread/procedure 
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39.3.15 Hits by task/procedure (tree) 

This report shows PMCO hits by system task, LIC module/procedure.   

 

Hits by task/procedure (tree) 

 

39.3.16 Hits by job-thread/component/procedure (tree) 

This report is the same as the Hits by job-thread/procedure report except contains an additional level to 
break the data down by OS component. 

Tip: You can find the component descriptions and filters that define them applicable to QAYPEPROCI in 
library QIDRPA table COMPONENTS. 

Note: If too many PMCO events were captured against the whole system or many different jobs/threads it 
is likely that this will perform too poorly to be usable. 
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Hits by job-thread/component/procedure (tree) 

 

39.3.17 Hits by task/component/procedure (tree) 

This report is the same as the Hits by task/procedure report except contains an additional level to break 
the data down by OS component. 

 

Hits by task/component/procedure (tree) 

 

39.3.18 Hits by program model (tree) 

This report shows PMCO hits by program model, generic program name and program. 
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Hits by program model (tree) 

 

39.3.19 Hits by component (tree) 

This report shows PMCO hits by OS component. 
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Hits by component (tree) 

 

39.3.20 Hits by MI program library 

This report shows PMCO hits by MI program library/program. 
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Hits by MI program library 

 

39.3.21 Hits by system data address register/procedure 

This report shows PMCO hits by system data address register and procedure.  

Note: With build 1623+ this report is no longer a tree table for performance reasons.  Avoid using this 
report at older builds since it will likely hang your session. 
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Hits by system data address register/procedure 

39.3.22 Hits by generic task name 

This report shows PMCO hits by generic task name. 

 

Hits by generic task name 
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40  Trace details 

This analysis examines the events in any trace-based collection and produces a file that merges data 
across many PEX files into 1 row.  This analysis was previously known as SMTRMOD in older versions of 
PEX Analyzer. 

40.1 Running the analysis 
When running the analysis, no prompt appears with build 1623+ since no parameters apply.  In older 
builds, the PEX Analysis Time Filtering window appears but has no effect. 

40.2 SQL Tables 
The list of SQL tables generated by the analysis is shown below: 
 

SQL table Description 

PEXSMTRMOD_<MBR> 
Main event details 

PEXSMTRSIDS_<MBR> 
QRECN to SID address mapping 

PEXSMTRPGMS_<MBR> 
QRECN to instruction address/suspend point address mapping  

PEXSMTROBJ_<MBR> 
QRECN to segment/object information mapping 

40.3 Trace details 
This folder contains the reports available after the analysis has completed. 

 

Trace details 

An example follows: 

 

Trace details sorted by time 


